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ABSTRACT

Thermophysical properties and rheological behavior of silica (SiO$_2$) nanoparticle colloidal suspension with 9.58% volume concentration in water were analyzed. The laminar flow of the fluid through tubes of different diameter was studied to compare its pressure drop and heat transfer performance with those of water. Thermal conductivity of the silica suspension was found to be 0.99% to 3.6% higher than the same property of water when measured from 7°C to 50°C. Within the temperature range, thermal conductivity of the silica suspension and water increased by 9.88% and 11.1% respectively, with increase in temperature. It was observed that the colloidal dispersion of silica behaved as non-Newtonian shear thickening fluid whose viscosity increased with increasing shear rate when temperature was kept constant. Power law model for non-Newtonian fluid could fairly predict the viscosity of the fluid at certain shear rate. While measuring viscosity data with a rotary viscometer at fixed shear rate and temperature, the fluid viscosity showed a change in value with time for first 12-15 second of shear application and then obtained a constant value.
Pressure drop analysis showed that the friction factor of the silica suspension and the friction factor of water have no significant difference after a Reynolds number of 750. Before that, silica suspension has higher friction factor than that of water and the highest increase observed was 63%. Conventional correlation to predict the friction factor of single phase fluid can also be used in case of silica colloidal dispersion. As the diameter of the test section got smaller, the increase in the friction factor of silica dispersion enhanced compared to the friction factor of water.

There was no eminent difference between the heat transfer performance of silica suspension and water. Correlation that is used for water was found to be suitable for nanoparticle dispersion too. The highest value of Nusselt number for silica suspension and water was 17.54 and 13.42 respectively, when the fluids were circulated through the tube with the biggest diameter.
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# Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNT</td>
<td>Carbon Nanotube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI</td>
<td>Distilled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVI</td>
<td>Degree of Viscosity Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Gum Arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Inner Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWCNT</td>
<td>Multi-Wall Carbon Nanotube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>Outer Diameter</td>
</tr>
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Researches have been going on for decades in search of more effective heat transfer fluids, other than water or air, to increase the efficiency of thermal systems and develop more compact designs. One technique has been to introduce additives in convectional fluids, such as water, ethylene glycol, oil, Therminol, etc., to enhance their heat transfer capabilities. From such ideas, the notion of using nanometer-sized particles as colloidal suspensions in conventional heat transfer fluids advanced. Utilization of nanoparticle colloidal dispersion is relatively a new field, not older than two decades. The application of such fluid can be seen in automotive radiator, nuclear reactor, power plant, HVAC system, graphics processor unit cooling of a desktop computer. The science of nanoparticle colloidal dispersion is being studied by researchers all over the world. It has promising features to be used in micro-electro mechanical system, fuel cells, boiler flue gas temperature reduction, solar energy to enhance the efficiency of solar thermal system and many other things.

The suspended nanoparticles bring about change in the transport properties and heat transfer characteristics of the base fluids. One of the main reasons for the enhancement in heat transfer of nanoparticle colloidal suspension is the increase of thermal
conductivity of the suspension compared to the base fluid. But there are concerns of high
pressure drop in pumping these colloids. The prepared suspension is usually more
viscous than the base fluid. So, the enhancement in heat transfer must outweigh the
penalty in pressure drop to make the use of nanoparticle colloids feasible. Prasher et al.
(2006) deduced that the increase in the viscosity needs to be four times greater than the
increase in the thermal conductivity for the nanoparticle colloidal suspension to be not
beneficial at all.
Nanoparticles of metallic or non-metallic oxides are used to prepare colloidal dispersion.
Carbon nanotube and graphene (a crystalline form of carbon) are also regarded as a
highly promising material to be used in this kind of solution. Most commonly used
materials to prepare nanoparticle suspension are alumina, copper dioxide, zinc oxide etc.
Beside these, the use of titanium oxide, silicon dioxide, gold and silver is also common.
Every particle material has its own merit to make its way in the study of nanoparticle
suspension.
Preparation of nanoparticle suspension varies from researcher to researcher. Several
researchers use surfactant to increase the stability of the suspension. Due to the difference
in preparation method, two different suspensions of same material and same
concentration can exhibit different properties. Some suspensions may act as Newtonian
fluid, which has a constant viscosity whereas some other suspensions may behave as
shear thinning or shear thickening non-Newtonian fluid. Increase of thermal conductivity
may be significant for one suspension, but trivial for another one. Pressure drop and heat
transfer performance may vary from sample to sample. Hence, a thorough experiment is
required to study the properties of nanoparticle colloidal dispersion so that the relation between the properties can be understood better and improvement can be made.

The main objective of this research is to get a thorough understanding of the nanoparticle colloidal suspension in terms of thermophysical properties, pressure drop and heat transfer. An accurate experimental setup and methodology for the measurement of various thermophysical properties, pressure drop and heat transfer for nanoparticle colloidal dispersion will be developed. The thermophysical properties such as thermal conductivity and viscosity play important role on the flow and heat transfer characteristics. Understanding and accurately quantifying these terms are essential in understanding the flow and heat transfer characteristics of the colloidal suspension.

Comparison of the properties and characteristics should be made with a standard fluid, preferably water, in order to know where the nanoparticle colloidal suspension lies with respect to the standard fluid.

This manuscript provides an insight about the experimental study of the thermophysical properties, rheological behavior and pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics of nanoparticle suspension flow. Chapter II discusses the work of researchers regarding the thermal conductivity, viscosity, friction factor and convective heat transfer phenomena of nanoparticle suspension. Chapter III provides the description of experimental setup, instrument calibration process and the uncertainty associated with the measurements. Validation of the experimental setup and a thorough discussion of the experimental result are provided in Chapter IV. Chapter V summarizes the outcome of the experiment and discusses the scope of future development of the current research.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

To use nanoparticle colloidal suspension as a cooling fluid in various operations, proper characterization of its parameters such as viscosity, thermal conductivity, heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop must be done. These properties are very important in designing the fluid flow system. Numerous studies have been done on these parameters. Factors such as particle material, particle concentration, size and shape of nanoparticle, Brownian motion etc., have been reported to affect the properties and performance of nanoparticle colloidal suspension. This chapter discusses the findings of researchers regarding the thermal conductivity, rheology, heat transfer and pressure drop performance of such colloidal dispersion.

2.1 Thermal Conductivity of Nanoparticle Colloidal Suspension

Maxwell (1954) was one of the first to develop a correlation for the thermal conductivity of a dilute suspension of randomly suspended spherical particles. His developed correlation takes into account the thermal conductivity of the particles substance and the same property of the medium in which the particles are suspended. Another factor that is considered in this model is the volume fraction of the particle. The correlation is given by

\[
k_s = \frac{k_p + 2k_{bf} - 2(k_{bf} - k_p)\varnothing}{k_p + 2k_{bf} + (k_{bf} - k_p)\varnothing} k_{bf}
\]  
(2.1)
Hamilton and Crosser (1962) studied the influence of included particle shape, composition and pure component conductivity on the thermal conductivity of heterogeneous two-component mixtures consisting of a continuous and a discontinuous phase. They measured thermal conductivities for mixtures of balsa wood and aluminum particles as several shapes in rubber at certain compositions. They proposed an equation based on Maxwell model to predict the thermal conductivity of the mixture which is given by

\[
k_s = \frac{k_p + (n_{sf} - 1)k_{bf} - (n_{sf} - 1)(k_{bf} - k_p)\phi}{k_p + (n_{sf} - 1)k_{bf} + (k_{bf} - k_p)\phi}k_{bf}
\]

where \(n\) is the empirical shape factor. The value of \(n\) is dependent on the shape of the particles and the ratio of the conductivities of the two phases. They suggested that the value of \(n\) can be taken as 3 for mixtures in which the conductivity of the discontinuous phase is larger by less than a factor of 100 and in such case, the shape of the particle does not influence the value of \(n\).

Models developed by Maxwell and Hamilton-Crosser do not take into account factors like interaction between particles, the size of the particles, temperature, Brownian motion etc. While studying thermal conductivity of nanoparticle suspensions, researchers reported effects of many other factors besides thermal conductivity of the particles, thermal conductivity of the suspension medium and volume fraction of particles. Philip and Shima (2012) reviewed different researchers’ work on this area and reported the influence of volume fraction, nanoparticle size and diameter, additives, pH value, temperature, base fluid nature, type of nanoparticle material etc. on the thermal
conductivity of the suspensions. Within their report, there is no unvarying effect of one certain factor on the thermal conductivity.

Sahoo et al. (2013) carried out the investigation of thermal conductivity of silicon dioxide (SiO$_2$) nanoparticles dispersed in a base fluid of 60% ethylene glycol and 40% water by mass. They conducted experiments in a temperature range of 298 K to 365 K and used several particle volumetric concentrations up to 10%. They observed that the ratio of thermal conductivity of nanofluid to that of the base fluid increased with an increase in temperature and volumetric concentration. They modified Hamilton and Crosser correlation based on their experimental results, to take into account the temperature and particle size dependency of thermal conductivity. Their proposed correlation is given by

$$k_s = \frac{k_p + 2k_{bf} - 2(k_{bf} - k_p)\varphi}{k_p + 2k_{bf} + (k_{bf} - k_p)\varphi}k_{bf} + 5 \times 10^4 \beta \varphi \rho_{bf} C_{pf} \sqrt{\frac{kT}{\rho_p d_p}} f(T, \varphi) \quad (2.3)$$

where $\kappa = \text{Boltzmann constant} = 1.381 \times 10^{-23} \text{ (J/K)}$, $\beta = 1.9526 \times (100\varphi)^{-1.4594}$ and $f(T, \varphi) = (2.8217 \times 10^{-2} \varphi + 3.917 \times 10^{-3}) \left(\frac{T}{T_o}\right) + (-3.0669 \times 10^{-2} \varphi - 3.91123 \times 10^{-3})$ for $1\% \leq \varphi \leq 10\%$; $298 \text{ K} < T < 365\text{ K}$ and $T_o = 273 \text{ K}$. This correlation predicted their experimental values with a maximum deviation of 3.35%.

Kihm et al. (2011) developed another thermal conductivity model of nanoparticle suspension. In their opinion, Brownian particle velocities in published literature are often found not too fast to account for the relatively higher thermal conductivity of nanoparticle suspension. They attributed this increase in thermal conductivity to heat propagation velocity, which is of the same order as the sonic velocity, rooted in a modified kinetic principle. Their proposed model is
where $h_p$ is the Planck constant, $T_{boil}$ is the boiling point temperature of the base fluid, $C$ is a modified constant, $a$ and $b$ are empirical constants, the values of which represent the effect of coagulation and heat dissipation of nanoparticles. They got the values $a = 0.70$, $b = 1.5$ and $C = 3.58 \times 10^{-14}$ by regression analysis of published experimental data of Chan Hee et al. (2005) for the case of alumina nanoparticles. Then they compared their model with five published models by analyzing experimental data of 47nm Al$_2$O$_3$ at 1 and 4% and 30 nm CuO at 1%. For both suspensions and for all the tested conditions of temperatures and volume concentrations, the model was in consistent agreement with the experimental data.

Beck et al. (2009) provided the following correlation based on their experimental data for seven different alumina colloidal suspensions

$$\frac{k_s}{k_{bf}} = 1 + C \frac{\varnothing p a C_{pp} \kappa T^{1.5}}{k_{bf} h_p \mu_p^{-0.5}} \exp \left( - \frac{3.8 T_{boil}}{T} \right) \left( \frac{C_{pbf}}{C_{pp}} \right)^b$$

Beck et al. (2009) provided the following correlation based on their experimental data for seven different alumina colloidal suspensions

$$\frac{k_s - k_{bf}}{k_{bf}} = 4.4134\varnothing (1 - e^{-0.025d_p})$$

Hwang et al. (2006) measured the thermal conductivity of CuO, SiO$_2$ and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) suspensions in distilled water and CuO suspension in ethylene glycol. They used the transient hot-wire method for thermal conductivity measurement. They observed that MWCNT suspension had the highest thermal conductivity and SiO$_2$ nanoparticle suspension had the lowest thermal conductivity. For CuO nanoparticle suspension, the thermal conductivity enhancement of ethylene glycol-based suspension was higher than that of water based suspension. They saw 11.3%
increases in thermal conductivity for MWCNT suspension at a volume fraction of 0.01 whereas the increase of the same property for SiO$_2$ suspension was about 3.1%.

Huifei et al. (2014) analyzed the thermal conductivity of silica nanoparticle suspension in mineral oil at temperatures between 10 to 80 °C. They experimented with volume fractions of 0.01% and 0.1% and compared the results with the thermal conductivity of mineral oil. Both 0.01% and 0.1% silica suspensions resulted in about 1.6% decrease of the thermal conductivity when the temperature was above 40°C. The accuracy of their used system was ±1 to 2%. So, they concluded that the effect of adding up to 0.1% silica nanoparticles in mineral oil is negligible on the thermal conductivity of mineral oil.

Following model was developed by Abbaspoursani et al. (2011) considering that the effective thermal conductivity of nanoparticle suspension ($k_s$) is a function of the thermal conductivity of the base fluid ($k_{bf}$), the solid particle ($k_p$), the interfacial shell ($k_i$), the particle diameter ($d_p$), the volume fraction of the particle ($\varnothing$), the interfacial shell thickness ($t$), the temperature of nanofluid ($T$), and the half of the base fluid boiling temperature ($T_c$)

\[
\frac{k_s}{k_{bf}} = 1 + m \left( \frac{\varnothing}{d_p} \right)^\alpha T^\delta + n \varnothing \left( 1 - \frac{d_c}{d_p} \right) T \quad \text{for} \quad d_p \geq d_c
\]  

(2.6)

where $m$ is a factor that depends on the properties of the solid particle, base fluid and interfacial shell; $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are empirical constant determined from experimental data; $n$ is a factor dependent on the properties of the base fluid, $d_c$ and $\delta$ are model parameters whose values for alumina-water system are 21 and 1 respectively.

Mariano et al. (2013) investigated the thermal conductivity of non-Newtonian ethylene glycol-based SnO$_2$ nanoparticle suspension. The temperature points for the experiment were 283.15, 303.15 and 323.15 K. Concentrations of SnO$_2$ nanoparticles up to 25% in
weight fraction were used. They observed that thermal conductivity of the suspension was larger than that of the base fluid and it kept increasing with enhancement in particle concentration. Average increase was between 1% for the lowest particle fraction and 14% for the highest fraction. Their experimental results were over predicted by Maxwell model.

The effect of aggregation on the thermal conductivity of water based alumina suspension was explored by Hong and Kim (2012). They used solutions of 1%, 3% and 5% by volume alumina and aggregated the solutions by inducing NaCl solution. The concentrations of NaCl in each sample were 0.05M and 0.5M. While the 3% and 5% alumina solutions aggregated, the 1% solution did not form any gel. They applied 3ω method for the measurement of thermal conductivity of both well-dispersed fluidic suspensions with NaCl and aggregated suspensions. The thermal conductivity results were found to be increasing with the degree of aggregation and the aggregated nanofluids showed greater thermal conductivities than the fluidic samples with maximum increase being 22%.

Sun et al. (2013) measured effective thermal conductivity (ETC) of water-based silicon dioxide nanoparticle suspension in shear flow fields using a rotating Couette apparatus. The diameters of silica particle used for the experiment were 10, 20, 40 and 60 nm and for each diameter, they prepared suspensions of four different concentrations with silica volume fraction being 1.96%, 3.92%, 8.57% and 12.85%. Their results indicated that the ETC of the suspension in shear flow fields was significantly higher than that in static states within a shear rate range of 89-820 1/s. The highest increase they achieved was 17% for 12.85% volume fraction suspension of 60 nm particle diameter. They also
observed that thermal conductivity increased asymptotically with increasing shear rate for the lower shear rates and reached a plateau as the applied shear rate was higher than a certain value. This critical shear rate value varied for each solution and was higher for a higher concentrated suspension (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Ratios of the ETC $k_e$ to the zero-shear thermal conductivity $k_0$ vs. the shear rate $\gamma$ for the nanofluids suspending the nanoparticles with diameter $d = 60$ nm (a), $d = 40$ nm (b), $d = 20$ nm (c), and $d = 10$ nm (d), respectively. For each diameter, four different nanoparticle volume fractions ($\phi = 1.96\%, 3.92\%, 8.57\%$, and $12.85\%$) are involved, Sun et al. (2013).

H. Wang et al. (2011) investigated the influence of size and fraction of SiO$_2$-organic composite nanorods on the thermal conductivity of nanoparticle suspension. The nanorods were synthesized in cetyltrimethylammonium bromide-tetraethylortho-silicate-ammonia solution-water media. Then the nanorods were dispersed in water to prepare
aqueous nanoparticle suspension. The length and aspect ratio of the nanorods were decreased by increasing addition of water. The thermal conductivity increased with an increase in the fraction of nanorods for all the fluids. But at the same fraction, enlarging the size of the nanorods did not enhance thermal conductivity. They suggested that at the same fraction of nanorods, number of nanoparticles was the maximum for the shortest size of nanorods and hence, thermal conductivity was the maximum. They achieved the maximum thermal conductivity with the sample that was synthesized with the maximum water addition whereas the minimum value was obtained for the sample synthesized with the moderate water addition.

2.2 Viscosity of Nanoparticle Colloidal Suspension

Jo and Banerjee (2014) experimented with the effect of shear rate and nanoparticle aggregation on the viscosity of multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) suspension in molten salts for a shear rate range of 1 to 1000 s\(^{-1}\) at 550 °C. They used an alkali carbonate eutectic composed of lithium carbonate and potassium carbonate by molar ratio of 62:38 as a base fluid. MWCNT, 10–30 nm in diameter and 1.5 μm in length, were dispersed into the eutectic to make suspensions of 1%, 2%, and 5% by mass. Equipment used for the viscosity measurement was a rotational rheometer and a cone-and-plate test section. Two types of suspensions were prepared, one with application of Gum Arabic (GA) to disperse nanoparticles homogenously and the other without GA, to observe the effect of aggregation of the nanotubes on the rheological behavior of the suspensions. The suspensions exhibited non-Newtonian behavior in low shear rate region and the same behavior was extended to higher shear rates with increase in the mass concentration of the nanoparticles. At a shear rate of 1000 s\(^{-1}\) where asymptotic value for the viscosity was
observed, the viscosity increased by 11%, 93%, and 1130% for the MWCNT mass concentrations of 1%, 2%, and 5% respectively than that of the base fluid (Figure 2.2). As for the effect of aggregation, they found that the viscosity of the suspension synthesized without using GA was about 18% higher than that of the synthesized using GA for MWCNT suspension of 1% by mass.

Figure 2.2: Viscosity of MWCNT colloidal suspension as a function of shear rate for various nanotube concentrations at 550 °C, Jo and Banerjee (2014)

Pastoriza-Gallego et al. (2011) studied the rheological behavior of ethylene glycol-based hexagonal scalenohedral-shaped α-Fe₂O₃ nanoparticles suspension, sizing 29 ± 18 nm in diameter and particle weight concentrations up to 25%, at 303.15 K. A cone-plate Physica MCR rheometer was used by them. The allowed value of torques to be applied and controlled by the equipment were between 0.5 μN·m and 125 mN·m and normal force from 0.1 to 30N. The applied shear rate ranged from 0 to 1000 s⁻¹. They found shear thinning (pseudoplastic) non-Newtonian behavior for the nanoparticle suspension. The
value of viscosity increased as the concentration got higher. The suspension also showed time dependency of its viscosity at a given shear rate.

The shear rate and temperature dependencies of viscosity of alumina nanospheres and nanorods suspension in polyalphaolefins lubricant were studied experimentally by Zhou et al. (2010). They prepared four samples of 1% alumina nanospheres, 3% alumina nanospheres, 1% alumina nanorods, and 3% alumina nanorods by volume particle suspension and termed them as NF1, NF2, NF3 and NF4 respectively. The rheological properties were measured at 25°C by a stress-controlled rheometer in a cone-plate configuration. They applied a shear rate of 500 s⁻¹ and decreased the value stepwise until it reached 0.01 s⁻¹. By analyzing the trend of viscosity with shear rate, they considered sample NF1, NF2 and NF3 as Newtonian fluid within the experimental range, though they stated that these sample showed certain non-Newtonian feature and might behave as non-Newtonian under higher shear rate. Sample NF4 showed an apparent non-Newtonian shear thinning behavior but had a Newtonian plateau for shear rate lower than 1 s⁻¹. They observed that the viscosity in suspension of nanorods was larger than that of nanospheres suspension for the same volume fraction. They mentioned the aspect ratio of rods being larger than that of spheres as the key to this larger value. For suspension of the same nanoparticle shape, the viscosity of nanofluid increased with the increasing volume fractions in their experiment. The relative viscosity of the first three samples was found to be temperature independent whereas for the fourth sample, the relative viscosity decreased with an increase in temperature. Based on their study of several experimental results from literature, they suggested the relative viscosity of most nanoparticle suspension is independent of temperature because the rheological behavior of
nanoparticle suspension is mainly dominated by the base fluid even after the addition of nanoparticles. Thus the temperature dependence of viscosity of nanofluids follows that of base fluid resulting in the constant relative viscosity at different temperatures.

Yang et al. (2012) worked with colloidal dispersion of copper (Cu) nanoparticles in viscoelastic aqueous solution of cetyltrimethylammonium chloride/sodium salicylat. The average size of the particles was 50 nm. The volume fractions of Cu (spherical) nanoparticles used in their experiment were 0.05 vol%, 0.1 vol%, 0.15 vol%, 0.2 vol%, 0.6 vol%, 1.0 vol%, 1.6 vol% and 2.5 vol%. A stress-controlled rotational rheometer with concentric rotating cylinder carried out the viscosity test at a series of temperature. The torque range of the rheometer was 0.05 μN.m to 200 mN.m. In their experiment, the viscosity of each suspension decreased dramatically at small and moderate shear rate when the shear rate increased, indicating shear thinning behavior. But at large shear rate (order of hundreds), all the samples demonstrated shear-thickening behavior. They attributed this kind of behavior of the fluids to the flow transition happening in the Taylor–Couette flow of viscoelastic fluid; since the viscoelasticity induced flow transition at large shear rate will result in an abrupt increase in shear stress measured by the rheometer and consequently a sudden shear viscosity increase estimated from the measured shear stress. They also investigated the effect of temperature on viscosity. They found that at a relatively large volume fraction of nanoparticles, the temperature has a strong effect on the viscosity of the samples. The viscosity decreased radically as temperature was raised. But for lower volume fraction of Cu nanoparticles, the effect of temperature is insignificant on viscosity (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Low-shear-rate viscosity variation with temperature for different Cu nanoparticle colloidal suspension, Yang et al. (2012)

P. K. Namburu et al. (2007) investigated the rheological properties of ethylene glycol/water based silicon dioxide nanoparticle suspension. They measured the properties at suspensions of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10% volume fraction of silica particle within a temperature range of -35 to 50 °C. They prepared the suspensions with particle diameter size of 20, 50 and 100 nm. Their samples showed non-Newtonian behavior at temperature lower than -10 °C but Newtonian behavior at temperature higher than -10 °C. The viscosity of the nanoparticle suspension was higher than that of the base fluid and the highest increase was 180% for 10% volume fraction suspension. They observed that as the volumetric nanoparticle concentration was higher, the viscosity value was also higher compared to that for the lower concentrated suspension. In their experiment, the viscosity decreased exponentially as temperature went higher. The ratio of difference between the nanoparticles suspension viscosity and the base fluid viscosity to the base fluid viscosity, termed as degree of viscosity increase or DVI, was also analyzed. DVI value decreased with increase in temperature but increased with an increase in volume concentration. The
highest and lowest values of DVI were 90% for suspension of 10% volume fraction and 5% for suspension of 2% volume fraction. At a certain concentration, the viscosity increased as the diameter size decreased and this was the case for all concentrations. Based on their experimental results, they developed a new empirical correlation between the viscosity, nanoparticle volume concentration and temperature of silica nanoparticle suspension in ethylene glycol and water solution. The maximum deviation between the equation value and the experimental data was ±8.4%. The correlation is given by
\[
\log(\mu_s) = Ae^{-BT}
\]
where \(A\) and \(B\) are the functions of particle volume concentration and can be calculated from
\[
A = 0.1193\phi^3 - 1.9289\phi^2 - 2.245\phi + 167.17
\]
\[
B = -7 \times 10^{-6}\phi^2 - 0.00045\phi + 0.0192
\]
Duan et al. (2012) studied the viscosity of 1, 2, 3 and 4% volume fraction of graphite nanoparticle (4 nm diameter) suspension in water. All their experiments were carried out at 298.15 K. They found the effective dynamic viscosity to decrease with increasing shear rate at a certain particle volume fraction. The suspensions acted as shear thinning non-Newtonian at lower shear rates and achieved constant dynamic viscosity at higher shear rate. They also studied aggregation effect by testing newly made and three days old sample. The relative effective dynamic viscosity at infinite rate of shear was found to be 2.92 for the fresh sample at 4 vol% in comparison of the base fluid and 24.86 for the sample of same volume fraction held for 3 days. The microstructure of the diluted nanofluids showed that the agglomeration of nanoparticles is much higher in the 3-days old fluids than that in the fresh fluids. They suggested that aggregation would happen in
nanoparticle suspensions which have not been treated specially by adding the surfactant, controlling the pH value, etc.

Hojjat et al. (2011b) studied rheological characteristics of $\gamma$-Al$_2$O$_3$, TiO$_2$ and CuO nanoparticle dispersion in 0.5 wt.% aqueous solution of carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC). Solutions of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 3 and 4% volume fraction nanoparticles were tested between 5 to 45 °C and found to be non-Newtonian shear thinning fluids. All solutions obeyed the power law model of non-Newtonian fluid which is given by $\mu = K\gamma^{n-1}$ where $K$ is consistency index and $n$ is power law index. The power law index for Al$_2$O$_3$ and TiO$_2$ suspension decreased with an increase in particle concentration but for CuO suspension, the opposite trend was observed. For all suspensions, the power law index increased with temperature. As for consistency index, it increased with higher concentration for Al$_2$O$_3$ and TiO$_2$ suspensions and decreased for CuO suspension.

Temperature had a decreasing effect on consistency index in their study. They also observed that relative apparent viscosity of Al$_2$O$_3$ and TiO$_2$ suspensions was larger for higher volume concentration and almost independent of volume concentration in case of CuO.

Baghbanzadeh et al. (2014) experimented with silica nanospheres, multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), two types of hybrid nanostructures (80 wt.% silica nanosphere/20 wt.% MWCNT and 50 wt.% silica nanosphere/50 wt.% MWCNT) suspensions in distilled water and compared the rheological properties. 0.1%, 0.5% and 1% mass concentration of nanoparticle suspensions were prepared. They observed that viscosity increased with particle concentration and highest increase was for MWCNT. But temperature had decreasing effect on the viscosity. Degree of viscosity increase (DVI)
was lowest at 20 °C for all suspensions and the highest value of DVI was for MWCNT. For silica suspension, the highest DVI was around 14% at 40 °C for 1 wt% solution. They commented that the optimum operating conditions for using the nanomaterials inside the fluids to obtain the least increase in the viscosity of distilled water are 20 °C and 1 atm.

Aladag et al. (2012) analyzed the effect of temperature and shearing time on viscosity of alumina nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes (CNT) suspended in water. Both suspensions were 1% by weight fraction of nanoparticles and contained 1% by volume of surfactant. A stressed control rheometer in a parallel plate configuration was used to measure the rheological properties. Temperature points were chosen to be 2, 5, 7 and 10 °C and the time of shear stress ramp were 120, 180, 240 and 300 s. They saw hysteresis loops for both suspensions under increasing and decreasing ramp in shear stress. The flow curve for increasing ramp in shear stress was greater than that of decreasing shear stress ramp in their study. The shape of the hysteresis loop varied depending on nanoparticle type and shear time. The CNT suspension behaved as non-Newtonian shear thinning under their experimental condition but it tended to Newtonian plateau for shear rate over 100 s\(^{-1}\). So they considered it as Newtonian fluid at high shear rate. Its apparent viscosity decreased with an increase in temperature. The alumina nanoparticle suspension behaved as non-Newtonian shear thickening fluid within a shear rate range of 0-4000 s\(^{-1}\). They described the shear thickening behavior by saying that it might be related to a transition of suspension structure from an ordered state to a rather disordered state and increasing the shear stress caused the particles or clusters to displace from their equilibrium position to become a disorder structure which dissipates more energy during flow leading to the increase of viscosity. They determined the power law model indices
and saw that the consistency index decreased by 57% from 2 to 10 °C whereas flow index increased by 5.57% over the same temperature range.

Kole and Dey (2010) prepared alumina nanoparticle suspension in car engine coolant using oleic acid as surfactant and reported its rheological behavior. Both the base fluid and the solution of base fluid and surfactant were Newtonian under experimental condition. For alumina volume fraction of 0.004% or lower, the suspension was Newtonian at higher temperatures. All other alumina suspensions were found to be shear thinning non-Newtonian over the whole temperature range. Their experimental data agreed well with the correlation given by Masoumi et al. (2009) and Praveen K Namburu et al. (2007).

2.3 Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop of Nanoparticle Colloidal Suspension

Sajadi and Kazemi (2011) studied the effect of the concentration of dilute particles on heat transfer and pressure drop. They used TiO$_2$/water based colloidal suspension in fully developed turbulent regime in a circular tube. Nanoparticle volume concentrations used for the experiment were 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25%. Sajadi and Kazemi found that heat transfer coefficient of nanoparticle suspension increased with the suspension of a small amount of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles compared to that of pure water. They also found that with increasing Reynolds number, the rate of the heat transfer coefficient enhancement of nanoparticle suspension to that of pure water decreased. They found no effect of increasing the concentration of nanoparticles on the enhancement of heat transfer. In their experiment, the pressure drop of the suspension increased with increasing volume fraction of nanoparticles. They derived a new correlation of Nusselt number with respect to their experimental data to predict the heat transfer coefficient of nanoparticle
dispersion with a volume concentration $\leq 0.25\%$ and a Reynolds number range between 5000 and 30000. The correlation is given by

$$Nu = 0.067Re^{0.71}Pr^{0.35} + 0.0005Re \tag{2.8}$$

The majority of their data fell within $\pm 8\%$ of the above equation. As for pressure drop, they found that nanoparticle concentration enhancement increased the pressure drop of suspension but increasing Reynolds number decreased it. Pressure drop increment was 5-25% greater compared to that of water.

J. Wang et al. (2013) investigated the convective heat transfer and pressure drop of the laminar flow of dilute suspension containing multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in a horizontal circular tube and compared the results with those of distilled water (DI). They observed that Nu increased with the increase of Re. They observed a considerable increase in the convective heat transfer of nanoparticle suspension at $Re > 100$ in comparison with that of DI water and the enhancement became more obvious for high concentration of nanoparticles. E.g., when Re was about 120, the heat transfer coefficient increased up to about 70% with concentration of 0.05 vol% and 190% with concentration of 0.24 vol%. This enhancement of heat transfer coefficient was attributed to the increase of thermal conductivity and mostly to the reduction in thermal boundary layer. The pressure drop for different fluids in the horizontal tube was found to vary linearly with Re confirming the flow pattern to be laminar. It was found that the heat transfer rate per pump power and per temperature difference, $\eta$ of DI water was nearly Re independent, while $\eta$ for nanofluid flow increases monotonously with increasing Re, and the effect of CNT concentration on $\eta$ was not obvious. They also found that at relatively high flow rate, i.e., $Re > 100$, $\eta$ of nanofluids is much larger than that of DI water due to the
considerable enhancement in the heat transfer rate. All in all, Wang et al. concluded that CNT nanoparticle suspension is a promising heat transfer media as their result indicated that at low concentration, these suspensions will increase the heat transfer, but at the expense of pumping power.

Fotukian and Nasr Esfahany (2010) investigated heat transfer performance and pressure drop of very dilute suspension of CuO nanoparticle in water inside a circular tube in turbulent regime. In their experiment, they found that heat transfer coefficient of the suspension increased about 25% compared to pure water and the increase in concentration of the nanoparticles did not have much effect on heat transfer enhancement in turbulent regime in the range of concentrations they studied. Comparing their experimental results with Dittus-Boelter equation, they said that this equation underestimated the Nusselt number of the suspension. They also observed a reduction in the ratio of convective heat transfer coefficient of nanoparticle suspension to that of pure water with increasing Reynolds number. It was observed that the wall temperature of the test tube decreased considerably when the suspension flowed in the tube and with increasing Reynolds number. They thought of the augmented thermal energy transfer from the wall to the fluid flowing in the tube in the presence of nanoparticles as the cause of this temperature decrease. In the observation of pressure drop, they found a maximum pressure drop of about 20% for nanoparticle suspension with a volume concentration of 0.03%.

Kayhani et al. (2012) studied the effect of nanoparticle concentration on forced convective heat transfer of TiO₂-water colloidal suspension in turbulent flow regime under constant heat flux at the wall. They also studied the effect on pressure drop. The
concentrations used in the experiments were 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 vol%. The Reynolds numbers were between 6,000 and 16,000. They found that the heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number of all the suspensions were significantly higher than those of base fluid and these properties increased with increasing Reynolds number. The maximum enhancement of heat transfer ($h_{nf}/h_w$) was 1.17 for 2% volume fraction at a Reynolds number of 11,780. The maximum $Nu_{nf}/Nu_w$ also occurred at the same volume concentration and Reynolds number which was 1.08. Their experimental values fell well within the prediction by Dittus-Boelter (-3% to +15%) and Gnielinski (-1% to +10%) correlations. They did not find any significant increase in pressure drop.

Hashemi and Akhavan-Behabadi (2012) studied the heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of CuO nanoparticles suspended in base oil. The suspension was flown inside horizontal helical tube under constant heat flux. They prepared suspensions with different particle weight concentrations of 0.5%, 1% and 2%. For a given helical tube and at a same flow conditions, they found a noticeable increase in heat transfer coefficient as well as pressure drop of nanoparticle suspension compared to that of base liquid. They also found that at the same flow condition and for a given fluid with constant particle concentration, helical tube enhanced the heat transfer rates most compared to that of the straight tube. Compared to base oil flow, maximum heat transfer enhancement of 18.7% and 30.4% was obtained for flow with 2 wt.% concentration inside the straight tube and helical tube, respectively. They introduced a new parameter called performance index, $\eta=(h^*/h_{ST,BF}^*)/(\Delta P^*/\Delta P_{ST,BF}^*)$ in which, $h^*$ and $\Delta P^*$ represent mean heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop of the flow resulted by applying enhanced heat transfer techniques, respectively. $h_{ST,BF}$ and $\Delta P_{ST,BF}$ are the mean heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop
of the base oil flow inside the straight tube, respectively. For the straight tube, the highest performance index was 1.052 for the nanofluid flow with 2 wt.% at Reynolds number of 90.2. For the helical tube, the maximum value of this parameter for base oil flow was 1.16 at Reynolds number of 21.9 whereas it was 1.26 for nanoparticles suspension at Reynolds number of 41.3. They developed a correlation to predict the nanofluid flow heat transfer coefficient inside the helical tube which predicted their experimental data within an error band of −15% and +18%. The correlation is:

$$\text{Nu} = 41.730 \text{Re}^{0.364} \text{Pr}^{-0.286} (1 + \phi)^{0.180}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

Duangthongsuk and Wongwises (2010) studied the heat transfer coefficient and friction factor of the TiO$_2$-water colloidal suspension flowing in a horizontal double tube counter-flow heat exchanger under turbulent flow conditions, experimentally. TiO$_2$ nanoparticles with diameters of 21 nm dispersed in water with volume concentrations of 0.2–2 vol.% were used as the test fluid. They found that the heat transfer coefficient of the suspension was higher than that of the base liquid and increased with increasing Reynolds number and particle concentrations. The heat transfer coefficient of the suspension was approximately 26% greater than that of pure water. But they found that heat transfer coefficient of the suspension at a volume concentration of 2.0 vol.% was approximately 14% lower than that of base fluids for given conditions. Pak and Cho correlation predicted the heat transfer coefficient of nanofluids and gave results that corresponded well with the experimental results for the volume concentration of 0.2% but not for volume concentration of 0.6% and 1.0%. The pressure drop and friction factor of the suspensions increased while increasing Reynolds number. Enhancement in particle concentrations increased pressure drop and friction factor slightly.
Kannadasan et al. (2012) compared the heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of water based CuO nanoparticle suspension in a helically coiled heat exchanger held in horizontal and vertical positions. They conducted experiments in the turbulent flow regimes using water and CuO nanoparticle suspension of 0.1% and 0.2% volume concentrations. They found that Nusselt number at 0.1% and 0.2% volume concentration suspension increased by 36% and 45% respectively when compared with water turbulent flow in horizontal position. For vertical position, the Nusselt number at same nanoparticle concentration was found to be increased by 37% and 49% respectively when compared with water turbulent flow. They attributed the greater increase of heat transfer in vertical position than in horizontal position to rapid developments of secondary flow due to increase in thermal conductivity of nanofluids. They found that pressure drop increased with volume concentration of nanoparticles. The average increase in friction factor of 0.2% volume concentration CuO suspension compared to water was 24% for the horizontal helically coiled heat exchanger whereas the increase for same property was 23% for vertical helically coiled heat exchanger.

Heyhat et al. (2013) presented an experimental study of the heat transfer coefficient and friction factor of nanoparticle dispersion flowing in a horizontal tube under laminar flow conditions. They conducted the experiment on fully developed region under the constant wall temperature condition. The test fluid they experimented with was Al₂O₃ nanoparticles with diameters of 40 nm dispersed in distilled water with volume concentrations of 0.1–2 vol.%. They found that the heat transfer coefficient of the alumina dispersion increased with increasing Reynolds number. The same trend was observed for increasing particle volume concentration. The heat transfer coefficient
increased by 32% at 2 vol.% compared to that of pure water. The enhancement in heat transfer coefficient was larger than that of the effective thermal conductivity at the same volume concentration. From this observation, they commented that the augmentation of thermal conductivity of nanofluids cannot be the sole reason for heat transfer enhancement and other factors are also involved in affecting the convective heat transfer of nanofluids. In their study, the traditional correlation failed to predict the average Nusselt number of the nanoparticle dispersion in laminar flow. In their study, pressure drop was significantly high for higher volume concentration (5.7 times for 2% volume at Re≈360) but very small increase was seen for lower volume concentration fluid.

Wu et al. (2009) performed experimental investigations on the single-phase flow and heat transfer characteristics through the silicon-based trapezoidal microchannels with a hydraulic diameter of 194.5 µm using Al₂O₃-H₂O nanoparticle colloidal dispersion with particle volume fractions of 0, 0.15% and 0.26%. Their investigation examined the effects of Reynolds number, Prandtl number and nanoparticle concentration on the pressure drop and convective heat transfer. With the combined use of a microscope and CCD camera, they also examined the deposition and adhesion behavior of the Al₂O₃ nanoparticles in silicon microchannels. In their study, using the dispersion of low particle volume fractions (ϕ≤0.26%) instead of pure water gave rise to an obvious increase in the convective heat transfer coefficient and the Nusselt number. The Nusselt number of the suspensions increased with increasing Reynolds number, Prandtl number and nanoparticle concentration. They observed that Al₂O₃ nanoparticles deposited and adhered to the inner wall of silicon microchannels more easily with increasing wall temperature and decreasing flow rate, and once boiling commenced, there was a severe
deposition and adhesion of nanoparticles to the inner wall, which makes the boiling heat transfer of nanoparticle dispersion in silicon microchannels questionable. The pressure drop increased with the increase in the volumetric flow rate for both base fluid and colloidal dispersion. At a certain volumetric flow rate, the pressure drop increased very slightly for nanoparticle dispersion as compared to that of the pure water. The pressure drops of 0.15% and 0.26% volume concentration suspension increased by 3–4.2% and 3.4–5.5%, respectively, as compared to that of the pure water.

Darzi et al. (2012) worked with SiO₂ nanoparticle suspension in water to study the heat transfer and pressure drop performance of its flow through plain and helically corrugated tube. For plain tube, the heat transfer coefficient was higher for nanoparticle suspension than that of water. But increase of volume concentration of nanoparticles (0.5% vol. to 1% vol.) had negligible effect on heat transfer coefficient increase. For corrugated tubes, tube with small corrugation pitch and higher height showed significant heat transfer enhancement for nanoparticles increase. For high pitch of corrugation, this effect was trivial. They explained that higher height and lower pitch of corrugation intensified the mixing flow and reduced the thickness of boundary layer where the ejection of nanoparticles from laminar sub layer to main flow enhanced and thus caused the increase in heat transfer increase. The friction factor was higher for nanoparticle suspension and increased with particle volume concentration but decreased with increasing Reynolds number in both type of tubes.

Hojjat et al. (2011a) studied forced convective heat transfer characteristics of γ-Al₂O₃, TiO₂ and CuO nanoparticle dispersion in 0.5 wt.% aqueous solution of carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC). The dispersions were flown inside a uniformly heated circular tube.
The base fluid and all nanoparticle suspensions used in their tested demonstrated non-Newtonian shear thinning behavior. They observed that the heat transfer coefficient for the nanoparticle suspensions was always higher than that of base fluid. At a certain Peclet number, higher volume concentrated suspension obtained higher heat transfer coefficient. As Peclet number kept increasing, the heat transfer coefficient also kept increasing. They observed similar trend while studying Nusselt number of the flow. At a specified Peclet number and axial distance from the tube inlet, the local heat transfer coefficient of nanoparticle suspension boosted with an increase in the nanoparticle concentration. For a certain Peclet number and nanoparticle concentration, the local heat transfer coefficient fell with increasing axial distance. In their opinion, this was due to the increasing boundary layer thickness occurring along the axial distance. They also saw that the entrance region for nanoparticle suspension was longer than that of the base fluid, and the length increased with an increase in nanoparticle concentration. They developed a new correlation based on their experimental result which is

$$Nu = 7.135 \times 10^{-4} Re^{0.9545} Pr^{0.913} (1 + \varphi^{0.1358})$$

(2.10)

for $2800 < Re < 8400$ and $40 < Pr < 73$
CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

There have been different reports by different researchers regarding the thermophysical, rheological properties and heat transfer parameters of nanoparticles colloidal suspension. Difference in the method of measurement and data reading may have caused these irregularities. Hence, a proper and organized technique of measuring different parameters of the fluid is essential. The experimental setup and procedure for the present work is divided into the following sections:

1. Preparation of sample fluid
2. Temperature control system
3. Viscosity measurements
4. Thermal conductivity measurement
5. Experimental loop
6. Instrument calibration
7. Experimental procedure
8. Experimental uncertainties

The experimental setup is versatile and can be used to measure different types of fluids other than nanoparticle colloidal suspension.
3.1 Preparation of Nanoparticle Colloidal Suspension

The working fluid used in current experiment is silicon dioxide nanoparticle suspension in distilled water. Silica is a widely used ceramic material which has good abrasion resistance, electrical insulation and high thermal stability. The average diameter for silica particles in the suspension is 20 nanometer (nm). The fraction of silica in the suspension is 20% by mass or 9.58% by volume. A solution of 40% by mass (or 22% by volume) of silica and distilled water is purchased from Alfa Aesar. The densities of the solution and the silica are provided by the manufacturer. This solution is further diluted in the lab to prepare the test fluid of desired concentration with the help of graduated beaker. The prepared sample is observed for 30 days to see if there is any sedimentation or agglomeration of nanoparticles. No sedimentation was observed with normal vision (Figure 3.1).

![Figure 3.1: Sample of prepared 20% by mass silica nanoparticle suspension after 30 days of preparation](image)
3.2 Temperature Control System

To measure the rheological and thermal properties of fluid at different operating temperatures, a proper system to maintain a specific temperature is required. This desired temperature is reached with the help of a constant temperature bath from Brookfield Engineering (model TC-550MX). Figure 3.2 shows the equipment. The operating range for this temperature bath is −20°C to 135°C with a temperature stability of 0.07°C. The temperature bath has a reservoir with a volume capacity of 7.0 liters. An opening at the top allows the sample to be submerged into the bath or the fluid can be circulated by a constant speed pump through a tube to other instruments which require a temperature controlled environment.

Figure 3.2: TC 550MX constant temperature bath
3.3 Rheological Property Measurement

A Brookfield viscometer (model DV II+Pro Extra) is used to measure the rheological properties of experimental fluid. The equipment has an accuracy of ±1.0% of the full scale reading. It measures the viscosity and shear stress of the fluid sample at a given shear rate and temperature. The shear rate is applied by submerging a spindle in the fluid and rotating it. The shear rate can be varied by changing the rotational speed of the spindle. The spindle can be set to rotate from 0.01 to 200 RPM, with 0.01 RPM increment from 0.01 to 0.99 RPM, and 0.1 RPM increment from 1 to 200 RPM. The viscous drag force against the spindle is measured by a spring deflection. The spring deflection is measured in terms of torque by a rotary transducer. The full scale torque is 0.0673 mili N.m for the DV II+Pro Extra model. While taking measurements, the measured torque should be between 10–90% of the full scale torque of the calibrated spring to get a good reading. The equipment can be operated either with the help of a panel within itself, or with a computer. The measurement range of the instrument is dependent on the rotational speed, size and shape of the spindle (various spindle come along for measuring various range of viscosity), and the container in which the spindle is rotating. The operating temperature is obtained with the help of a temperature bath (Figure 3.3). The fluid in the temperature bath is circulated through a water jacketing system built around the sample chamber with the help of an Enhanced UL adapter with EZ-lock spindle coupling system. Thus, certain temperature of working fluid is obtained. The viscometer is attached to a PC with a serial USB cable and Rheocalc V3.3 Build 49-1 software is used to operate it and take readings. Readings can be taken manually or by
setting up programs with the help of the software. All the readings from this software can be exported to MS Excel spreadsheet.

Rheological properties measurement method and accuracy of the viscometer are validated by measuring the viscosity of a calibration fluid. This calibration fluid comes along with the viscometer and has a viscosity of 493 cP at 25°C, specified by the manufacturer.

**Figure 3.3: DV II+Pro Extra Brookfield viscometer connected to the TC-550MX temperature bath**

Following procedures are taken to take accurate readings:

1. It is confirmed that the viscometer is leveled by using a leveling meter at the top of the viscometer and leveling screw at the bottom of it.

2. The viscometer is turned on and external mode is selected to operate it with the help of the Rheocalc software.

3. The torque in the spring is auto zeroed before attaching the spindle to the viscometer. The percentage torque reading between ±0.1 to ±0.2% indicates that auto zeroing is done properly.
4. The desired spindle is attached to the viscometer depending upon the readings to be taken. It is made sure that the spindle is fully immersed in the sample.

5. The temperature bath is set to achieve the desired temperature. Reading is taken 3 minutes after the temperature bath reaches the specified temperature. This ensures the thermal equilibrium between the sample and the bath fluid.

6. Reading is taken at six specified RPM at a certain temperature. RPMs are set in increasing order and then in decreasing order.

7. After taking the readings, the temperature of the bath is increased to next point and the same procedure for taking the readings is followed till the maximum desired temperature is reached.

8. Then the same procedure is followed by decreasing the bath temperature from the highest to the lowest.

3.4 Thermal Conductivity Measurements

The thermal conductivity is measured with the help of a thermal properties analyzer from Decagon Devices (model KD2 Pro) which is presented in Figure 3.4. The equipment has an accuracy of ±5% over the range of 0.2 to 2 W/(m.K). Other thermal properties like thermal resistivity, volumetric specific heat capacity and thermal diffusivity can also be measured by the same equipment. Recorded data of the instrument can be downloaded to a PC in spreadsheet form with the help of a serial cable and the KD2 Pro utility software. There are three needle sensors to be inserted in the sample. Selection of sensor depends on the type of sample (liquid or solid). This instrument works on transient heat conduction principle. A small amount of current is supplied through the sensor needle dipped in the sample and the temperature of the sensor needle is monitored over time to
calculate the thermal conductivity. Mathematically, this process of obtaining the thermal conductivity reading can be described by the following equation

\[ k = \frac{q \cdot d\ln(t)}{4\pi \cdot dT} \]  

where \( k \) is the thermal conductivity in \([\text{W.m}^{-1}.\text{K}^{-1}]\), \( q \) is the applied heat per unit length in \([\text{W.m}^{-1}]\), \( t \) is the heating time in \([\text{s}]\), and \( dT \) is the rise in temperature over the heating time in \([\text{K}]\).

A small amount of current is supplied so that the heat input is small and thus ensuring minimal sample movement from the sensor and free convection. The KD2 Pro is capable of resolving 0.001°C temperature so the small amount of heat added does not significantly affect the result.

Figure 3.4: Measuring thermal conductivity using KD2 Pro Thermal Property Analyzer. Temperature bath is used to maintain specific temperature.
Extra care should be taken to minimize errors in result. Convection or bulk movement of the measuring samples can cause error. The sample should be in thermal equilibrium to avoid thermal gradient in the sample. Otherwise, free convection will occur. The sensor and the sample must stand still to minimize error from forced convection. Readings must be taken during the night time or the weekends so that any vibration from the HVAC system of the room or building does not hamper the results. Other equipment in the lab should be shut down before taking the thermal conductivity reading as they can also be a source of vibration. For accurate readings, the sensor needle should be inserted into the sample as vertically as possible.

Before taking any readings, the accuracy of KD2 Pro and the experimental method should be validated. This is done by calibration against a manufacturer provided standard liquid whose thermal conductivity is 0.285 W/(m.K) at 20°C.

The followings are the procedures to take thermal conductivity reading:

1. 40 ml of the liquid sample is taken in a septum vial. It is ensured that the vial is completely filled and there is no air bubble. The sensor needle is then inserted into the vial through a cap. The sensor needle should not touch the walls of the vial and should line up as close as possible with the axis of the vial. A fixture is used to hold the needle vertically.

2. The vial along with the needle is placed into the temperature bath.

3. The temperature bath is set to a specified temperature at which the reading is to be taken. Once the bath temperature reaches the specified temperature, it is kept running for another 15 minutes to ensure no thermal gradients in the sample.
4. After that, the temperature bath is turned off and 1 minute is allowed for everything to come to a tranquil state before taking a reading to avoid vibration.

5. Then reading is taken. Fifteen minutes should be allowed between two consecutive readings for accuracy.

6. The temperature is increased by 5°C until it reaches highest value and same procedure is followed to take readings at each temperature point.

3.5 Experimental Loop

The experimental loop is a closed loop system which consists of 1) reservoir, 2) gear pump, 3) mass flow meter, 4) pressure transducers, 5) data acquisition unit, 6) thermocouples, 7) DC power supply unit and 8) heat exchangers which are all connected by a pipe network (Figure 3.5). The piping network comprises a ¼ inch stainless steel tubing and flexible PVC tubing. The flexible tubing is integrated in this experimental loop for housing different lengths of the test section. This flow loop can enable experiments for fluids flowing through tubes ranging from 6 mm to 500 μm ID. A reservoir is used to contain the working fluid. The fluid is then pumped to the flow loop by a gear pump. A counter flow heat exchanger is used just after the gear pump to remove heat added to the fluid by the pump. The mass flow rate in the loop is adjusted by a metering valve. A Coriolis mass flow meter is used to measure the mass flow rate. Pressure transducers, connected at the inlet and the outlet of the test section, measure the pressure drop. The heating of the test section is done by a DC power supply. Thermocouples are attached along the test section for heat transfer analysis. A second heat exchanger right after the test section is used to remove any heat gained by the fluid while passing through the heated test section. The pressure transducer, DC power supply
and the mass flow meter are all connected to the data acquisition system. This system is used to gather, record and analyze data. The fluid goes back to the reservoir after passing through the test section.

Figure 3.5: Schematic of experimental loop for conducting pressure drop and heat transfer measurements, Tiwari (2012)
3.5.1 Reservoir

The reservoir is shown in Figure 3.6. It is a cylindrical tank made of PVC with diameter of 0.25 m, length of 0.3048 m and a capacity of 15 liters. The reservoir is placed above the gear pump maintaining 1 m vertical distance so that the gear pump can have adequate pressure to avoid running dry. The reservoir is connected to the gear pump through a pipe at its bottom. At the top, it is connected to a bypass line and the loop line.

![Figure 3.6: Flow loop reservoir](image-url)
3.5.2 Gear Pump

A Liquiflow sealed gear pump (model 35 F) is used for the experiment (Figure 3.7). It can sustain a maximum flow of 12.8 LPM and maximum pressure difference of 6.9 bar. This pump can be operated at variable speeds with maximum rated speed of 1750 RPM. The suction side of the pump is linked to the reservoir and the discharge side to a T-connector which divides the flow through the closed loop and a bypass.

Figure 3.7: Liquiflow sealed gear pump
3.5.3 Mass Flow Meter

The mass flow meter used in the experiment is a Micro Motion mass flow sensor (model CMFS010M). It is connected to a 1700R model transmitter (Figure 3.8). It has an accuracy of ±0.05% of the flow rate. It can measure a maximum flow rate of 108 kg/hr. The operation of the mass flow meter is based on the principle of the Coriolis effect. The fluid passes through a U-shaped tube in the mass flow sensor which initially vibrates at a given frequency. When the fluid flows through the U-shaped tube, its angular velocity and inertia cause the tube to twist. The twisting of the two legs of the U-shaped tube is detected by an electromagnetic sensor in terms of a phase change. This phase change is calibrated to be measured in terms of mass flow. A metering or needle valve controls the flow going through the mass flow meter. A DC current signal, calibrated linearly in terms of flow rate, is given by the transmitter.

Figure 3.8: Micro Motion mass flow sensor connected to a 1700R transmitter.
3.5.4 Pressure Transducers

Three Rosemount pressure transmitters (model 3051) with accuracy of +0.65% of span are connected to the inlet and outlet of the test section (see Figure 3.9). The three pressure transducers have different pressure ranges. One of the transducers can measure a pressure drop from 0 to 9 psi, the other one from 0 to 36 psi and the last one from 0 to 300 psi. All of them are attached in parallel connection to read the same pressure drop for a given flow rate and obtain more accurate reading. The pressure transmitter gives output in DC current which is calibrated linearly in terms of pressure drop. If a pressure drop reading exceeds the maximum range for a given transducer, the data acquisition unit is programmed to generate an alarm. If an alarm goes up, a valve on the pressure transmitter itself isolates that particular transmitter.

Figure 3.9: Three Rosemount pressure transmitters (model 3051) connected in parallel.
3.5.5 Data Acquisition Unit
An Agilent data acquisition unit (model 34972A) with 20 channel multiplexer (Figure 3.10) is used for the experiment. All the thermocouples, mass flow meter, pressure transducers are connected to the channels of multiplexer. Based on the type of thermocouple, temperature can be sensed by the data acquisition unit. The pressure transducers and the mass flow meter produce their output in DC current. This DC output can be sensed and programmed linearly to give the readings in psi and gm/sec, respectively.

The data acquisition unit is connected to the PC through a USB cable to obtain readings. For programming the channels, setting the reading time and capturing data, Agilent Benchlink Data Logger 3 is used. During the experiment, a read time of 0.1sec is used.

Figure 3.10: Agilent data acquisition unit (model 34972A).
3.5.6 Thermocouples
Two different types of thermocouple are used in the experiment. T-type thermocouple from Omega (model no. TMQSS-020U-6) is used to measure the bulk fluid temperature at the inlet and outlet of the test section. This thermocouple has 0.020 inches sheath diameter and 6 inches length. With the help of a Tee and a reducing compression fitting from Omega (part no. SSLK-116-18, 1/16*1/8), the thermocouple tip is inserted into the middle of the flow path of the fluid. The thermocouple is then connected to the data acquisition unit to record the temperature.

The other type of thermocouple is made from a 36 AWG thermocouple wire from Omega (model TT-T-36-SLE-1000). With the help of a thermocouple welder, the two wire tips are welded to form a thermocouple tip. The tip is made as small as possible. The tips are then connected along the test section (Figure 3.11). A high temperature and thermally conductive epoxy from Omega (part no. 08-101-16) is used to make these connections. Though the epoxy is highly thermally conductive, but it acts as an insulator for DC current. This ensures thermocouple protection and enables accurate temperature readings.

Figure 3.11: Thermocouple wire tip cemented to the test section outer wall with the help of Omega bond cement.
3.5.7 DC Power Supply
To provide the power required for the experiment, an N5761A DC power supply from Agilent Technologies (Figure 3.12) is used. It can provide an output up to 6 V / 180 A, 1080W. The power supply unit can measure data with an accuracy of ±300mA for current and ±6mV for voltage. The output from the DC power supply and the test section is connected through a copper strip soldered to the test section. The DC power supply is accommodated with a remote load sense circuit which is connected to the same copper strip. It enables the DC power supply to compensate for the voltage drop in the wires between the test section and the DC power supply itself.

![Image of N5761A Agilent DC power supply unit.](image)

Figure 3.12: N5761A Agilent DC power supply unit.

3.5.7 Test Section
Three tubes with different dimension are used as the test section. These tubes are made of brass 260. The first one has an outer diameter of 0.125 inch and inner diameter of 0.097 inch. For the second one, the outer diameter and inner diameter are 0.09375 inch and 0.06575 inch respectively. The third tube is 0.0625 inch in outer diameter and 0.0345 inch in inner diameter. All three tubes are 12 inch long and have a wall thickness of 0.014 inch. Teflon (PTFE) bushings keep the test sections connected to the test loop. The advantage of using the PTFE bushings is they act as a reducing fitting and as a sealing
between the experimental loop and the test section. Ten thermocouple wires are connected to each test sections. They are placed along a single axial line on the outside of the tube wall. The spacing for the thermocouples is same for all three test sections (Figure 3.13). With the help of copper strips, the DC power supply is connected to the test section.

![Figure 3.13: Schematic diagram of the test section connected with thermocouples and copper strips](image)

### 3.5.8 Heat Exchangers

In the experimental loop, a ¼ inch tubing is attached to two counter flow heat exchangers coaxially. One heat exchanger serves the purpose of removing the heat added from the pump to the fluid and maintaining a steady inlet temperature to the test section. This heat exchanger is placed just after the gear pump. Another heat exchanger, placed just after the test section, takes away the heat added to the fluid during heating of the test section for heat transfer experiments.

The heat exchangers are ½ inch in diameter and 38 inches in length. The heat exchangers are fitted through a ½ inch Tee connection and a bore through fitting of ½ inch thread at one end and a ¼ inch compression fitting at the other end. The Tee is connected at the threaded end while a seal is kept between the compression fitting and the ½ inch tubing and the ¼ inch tubing. Cold water is supplied by a ½ inch PVC tubing connected at the other free end.
3.6 Instrument Calibration

It is necessary to calibrate experimental equipment to check their accuracy and reliability before running experiment. The procedures and results of calibration for thermal property analyzer, viscometer and pressure transducer are discussed below.

3.6.1 KD2 Pro Thermal Property Analyzer Calibration

A standard calibration fluid, provided by the manufacturer, is used to calibrate the KD2 Pro to test the accuracy of the experimental setup and procedure. The calibration fluid has a thermal conductivity of $0.285 \text{ W.m}^{-1}.\text{K}^{-1} \pm 5\%$ at 20°C. This value is given by the manufacturer. The measurements are taken at 20°C. The method of taking reading is the same as described in section 3.4. The comparison between the measured values and the standard value is presented in Figure 3.14.

As mentioned earlier, the temperature bath has a stability of 0.07°C. Repeatable values of thermal conductivity with a standard deviation of $0.003 \text{ W.m}^{-1}.\text{K}^{-1}$ is observed within the temperature limit. The average value of thermal conductivity deviates by $-1.05\%$ from the standard value. This deviation falls well within the uncertainty limit of the equipment.
Figure 3.14: Thermal conductivity measurement for a standard calibration fluid at a temperature of 20°C. The error bar represents ±5% in y-axis and ±0.07°C in x-axis.

3.6.2 Pressure Transmitters Calibration

A pneumatic hand pump from Ametek (model T-970, range 0 to 580 psi) and two digital electronic gages from Dwyer (model DPG-107, range 0–300 psi and model DPG-104, range 0–50 psi) are used for the purpose of pressure transducers calibration. A certain amount of pressure is applied by the hand pump and the output voltage from the transducers is recorded. The following procedure is maintained to calibrate the pressure transducers:

1. The digital pressure gauge is connected to the hand pump. Then the hand pump is connected to the high pressure side of the pressure transmitter.
2. Certain amount of pressure is applied by pumping the hand pump. After waiting for 2 minutes, if the pressure reduces, the connections are checked for leak using soapy solution.

3. After checking leak and amending it (if there is any leak), the voltage output corresponding to the pressure is recorded.

4. The applied pressure is then increased and the voltage is recorded.

5. Step 1-4 is repeated until the highest range of the pressure transmitter has been reached.

Calibration results for the three pressure transmitters are presented in Figures 3.16–3.18. A linear curve fitting trend line with respective $R^2$ value and equation of the graph are also shown in each of the graphs. In the data acquisition unit, this equation is set as a gain $(Mx + B)$ to read the output directly with respect to pressure drop.

Figure 3.15: Ametek hand pump attached to Dwyer digital gage
Figure 3.16: Calibration graph for 0–9 psi pressure transmitter

Figure 3.17: Calibration graph for 0–36 psi pressure transmitter
3.6.3 Viscometer Calibration

The Brookfield viscometer is calibrated with respect to the viscosity of a standard calibration fluid that comes with the equipment. The standard fluid has a viscosity of 493 cP at 25°C and the equipment has an accuracy of ±1%. So, viscosity value within 488 cP to 498 cP at 25°C is expected to occur. For calibration measurement, the procedure followed is outlined in Section 3.3. Figure 3.19 shows the results of the calibration. The cooling curve and the heating curve have almost the same path. The viscosity at 25°C is found to be 497.4 cP and 495.9 cP for heating and cooling respectively which fall within the accuracy limit.
Figure 3.19: Viscosity vs. temperature curve for the given standard viscosity fluid. The fluid has a viscosity of 493 cP at 25°C

3.6.4 Thermocouples Calibration

Thermocouples are calibrated by measuring the temperature of ice bath. All the thermocouples are dipped inside an ice bath. Then the temperature readings are taken using the data acquisition unit. All thermocouples give a reading within ±0.3°C range of 0°C.
3.7 Experimental Procedure

3.7.1 Pressure Drop Measurement

1. The pump, mass flow meter, data acquisition unit and the pressure transducers are started first.
2. The pump speed is set to match the desired flow rate and Reynolds number.
3. It is made sure that the bypass valve is open to limit the strain in the pump.
4. Cold tap water is supplied to the heat exchangers.
5. The metering valve on the mass flow meter is adjusted to fine tune the flow rate.
6. Five minute is allowed for the system to reach steady state. When same continuous readings are obtained from the unit, it is understood that steady state has been reached.
7. The outputs from the mass flow meter, pressure transducers and bulk temperature measuring thermocouples are recorded for 5 minutes.
8. The flow rate is increased to next desired point by fine tuning the metering valve or increasing the speed of the pump and step 1-7 are repeated to take another data point.

3.7.2 Heat Transfer Measurements

1. The test section is well insulated before running any heat transfer experiment.
2. The pump, mass flow meter, data acquisition unit and the pressure transducers are turned on.
3. It is made sure that the bypass valve is open to limit the strain in the pump.
4. Cold tap water is supplied to the heat exchangers.
5. The metering valve on the mass flow meter is adjusted to fine tune the flow rate.
6. The DC power supply is then turned on and desired electricity is supplied to the test section to heat it up.

7. The system is allowed to reach steady state.

8. After reaching steady state, the outputs from the mass flow meter, pressure transducers, DC power supply, thermocouples along the test section and the bulk temperature measuring thermocouples are recorded for 6 minute.

9. The flow rate is increased to next desired point by fine tuning the metering valve or increasing the speed of the pump and step 1-8 are repeated to take another data point.

10. The process is repeated until either maximum flow rate has been achieved or the bulk fluid temperature difference between the inlet and the outlet becomes less than 2.5°C.

11. After finishing experiment, it is made sure that the DC power supply is turned off first and then the pump. Turning off the pump first might cause excessive temperature in the test section resulting in the damage of the thermocouples and the test section. For nanoparticle suspension, excessive heat may cause dry out and clog up the test section.
3.8 Experimental Uncertainties

3.8.1 Friction Factor

The friction factor is calculated from the Darcy-Weisbach equation which is expressed as

\[ f = \frac{2\Delta P D_i}{\rho L V^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

The velocity, \( V \), can be computed as

\[ V = \frac{\dot{m}}{\rho A_i} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

The cross-sectional area for the flow is given by

\[ A_i = \frac{\pi D_i^2}{4} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

Putting the value of \( A \) in Eq. 3.3, the velocity can be written as,

\[ V = \frac{4\dot{m}}{\rho \pi D_i^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

From Eq. 3.2 and 3.5,

\[ f = \frac{\Delta P D_i^5 \rho \pi^2}{8 L \dot{m}^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

From Eq. 3.6, it can be deduced that the friction factor depends upon 1) pressure drop, 2) inside diameter of the tube, 3) density of the fluid flowing through the tube, 4) length of the tube, and 5) mass flow rate of the fluid.

The uncertainty in the measurement of the pressure drop, mass flow rate and the length of the tube can be controlled by monitoring the procedure of taking the data. But uncertainty in the tube diameter depends on the manufacturer’s accuracy and methods.

The pressure transmitter measurement accuracy is specified to be ±0.65% of span by the manufacturer. While taking readings, extra care is taken so that the process reaches steady state and all the three transducers read the same pressure drop. However, for water
at low Reynolds number and higher tube diameter, the uncertainty in the measurement of pressure drop seems to be high which is indicated by slight reading variation of the three pressure transmitters. But, while using silica colloidal suspension as test fluid, the situation seems to be better. In such case, the readings from the lower range pressure transmitter are used for data analysis.

The uncertainty with the inside diameter of the test section is a key factor that affects the measurement of friction factor. From Equation 3.6, it is clear that the friction factor is proportional to the fifth power of the inside diameter. The manufacturer provides a tolerance of ±0.001 inches for the inside diameter of the tube.

The mass flow meter has an accuracy of ±0.05% of the flow rate. Here also, steady state process is attained with extra attention.

The uncertainty in the measurement of tube length is determined by the accuracy of the measurement scale used. Measurements are taken repeatedly to avoid error as much as possible. The uncertainty for the length of the tube is found to be ±0.25 inches.

The nanofluid density is taken as 1.15 gm/cc. The operating range of the experiment is from 7°C to 60°C. The particle density is assumed to be constant over this range whereas the density of water may change slightly. The maximum uncertainty in density is calculated as ±1.77%.

The maximum uncertainty in the measurement of the friction factor is calculated to be ±12.88%, as shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Uncertainty in friction factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty in pressure drop</th>
<th>Uncertainty in inside diameter</th>
<th>Uncertainty in length</th>
<th>Uncertainty in mass flow rate</th>
<th>Uncertainty in density</th>
<th>Maximum Uncertainty in friction factor measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.65%</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
<td>1.66%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>1.77%</td>
<td>10.87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8.2 Heat Transfer

The heat transfer is presented in terms of the Nusselt number. Equation for the Nusselt number is

\[ Nu = \frac{hD_i}{k} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

where \( Nu \) is the Nusselt number, \( h \) is the convective heat transfer coefficient in [W.m\(^{-2}\).K\(^{-1}\)], \( D_i \) is the tube inside diameter in [m], and \( k \) is the thermal conductivity in [W.m\(^{-1}\).K\(^{-1}\)].

The convective heat transfer coefficient is given as

\[ h = \frac{q}{T_{w,i} - T_b} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

where \( q \) is the heat flux per unit area and can be expressed as

\[ q = \frac{dQ}{\pi D_i dx} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

where \( Q \) is the total heat input to the test section and \( x \) is the axial distance along the heated section.
The inside wall temperature, $T_{wi}$, is calculated from following equation

$$T_{wi} = T_{wo} - \frac{qD_i x}{2k_b L} \ln \left( \frac{D_o}{D_i} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

where $L$ is the length of the tube, $D_o$ is the outside diameter, $D_i$ is the inside diameter of the test section, and $k_b$ is the thermal conductivity of the tube wall. For Brass 260, the thermal conductivity value is 120 W.m$^{-1}$.k$^{-1}$ at 20°C. This value is provided by the manufacturer. The effect of change in thermal conductivity of brass on the inside wall temperature is negligible. So, this value is considered constant for the whole temperature range.

A linear variation of the bulk fluid temperature from the inlet of the test section to the outlet is assumed and for any axial distance along the test section, it is given as

$$T_{b,x} = T_{b,in} + \frac{x}{L} (T_{b,out} - T_{b,in})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

where $T_{b,in}$ is the inlet fluid bulk temperature in [°C] and $T_{b,out}$ is the outlet fluid bulk temperature in [°C].

Therefore in final form, the Nusselt number can be written as,

$$Nu = \frac{IV}{\pi D_i x \left[ T_{wo} - T_{bin} + \frac{x}{L} (T_{bout} - T_{bin}) - \frac{IV}{2\pi k_b L} \ln \left( \frac{D_o}{D_i} \right) \right]} \frac{D_i}{k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

Eq. 3.12 implies that the Nusselt number is a function of 1) thermal conductivity of the fluid, 2) bulk fluid inlet and outlet temperatures, 3) tube outer wall temperature, 4) length of the heated section, 5) distance of each axial location from inlet, 6) thermal conductivity of the tube, 7) tube inside diameter, 8) tube outside diameter, 9) current supplied by the DC power supply, and 10) Voltage supplied by the DC power supply.
The uncertainty in measurement by the thermocouple is found to be ±0.31°C. The thermal conductivity value of the fluid can have an error of ±5% for the range 0.2–2 W/m.K.

Uncertainty in heat loss is measured by applying energy balance equation to the system. The difference between the heat supplied to the system and the heat absorbed by the fluid is the heat lost to or taken from surroundings. The heat supplied to the system can be written as,

\[ Q = IV \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

The heat carried away by the fluid is,

\[ Q_a = \dot{m}c_p \Delta T \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.14)

If \( Q_l \) is the amount of heat loss, then from energy balance equation,

\[ IV = \dot{m}c_p \Delta T \pm Q_l \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

For both water and silica suspension flow through all the test sections, Equation 3.15 is applied to different mass flow rates. The highest amount of heat loss is observed as 3.6%. The average heat loss is 0.93%. Of all the data point that is analyzed, 95% provides a heat loss less than 2%.

Using these uncertainties, the uncertainty in the measurement of Nusselt number is 12% (Table 3.2).

**Table 3.2: Uncertainty in measurement of \( \text{Nu}_d \).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty in measurement of ( h )</th>
<th>Uncertainty in measurement of ( q )</th>
<th>Uncertainty in measurement of ( T_b )</th>
<th>Uncertainty in measurement of ( T_{wi} )</th>
<th>Uncertainty in measurement of ( k )</th>
<th>Uncertainty in measurement of ( \text{Nu}_d )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.50%</td>
<td>3.40%</td>
<td>1.03%</td>
<td>0.54%</td>
<td>5.00%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental findings and their comparison with results from different researchers are discussed in this chapter. For most of the experiments, the experimental setup and procedure are validated by checking experimental data of distilled water.

4.1 Results for Experimental Setup Validation Using Water
Before conducting experiments with nanoparticle colloidal suspension, experiments are conducted with distilled water using the same setup to see if the results matched with existing theory. This also helps to predict the accuracy of the flow loop and different instruments connected to it.

4.1.1 Thermal Conductivity Measurements of Water
With the exact procedure outlined in Section 3.4, the thermal conductivity of water is measured. Figure 4.1 represents the plot between the thermal conductivity and temperature for water. Standard value of thermal conductivity of water is taken from the textbook of Kays et al. (2004). The experimental value lies well within the ±5% range of the standard value.
Figure 4.1: Comparison between the experimental value and the standard value, Kays et al. (2004), of thermal conductivity for distilled water

The thermal conductivity of water is measured from 7°C to 50°C. Measurements are not taken above 50°C as the accuracy of the equipment is not reliable above this temperature without special arrangement. At high temperature, free convection is induced in the system. Liquid with a higher viscosity will dampen out the disturbances and the readings will be more accurate. But, due to the lower viscosity of water, readings are not stable and do not represent a true value for the thermal conductivity. Within the measured temperature range, the conformity between the standard value and experimental value of thermal conductivity implies that the procedure of taking the thermal conductivity measurement is accurate and reliable. So, the exact procedure is followed to obtain the thermal conductivity of nanoparticle suspension.
4.1.2 Pressure Drop Measurements of Water

The friction factor can be calculated from the Darcy-Weisbach equation given as

\[ f = \frac{\Delta P D_i^5 \rho \pi^2}{8 L m^2} \]  

(4.1)

The values of friction factor are plotted against the Reynolds number and laminar, transition and turbulence regions are observed. Reynolds number is given by

\[ Re = \frac{\rho V D}{\mu} \]  

(4.2)

Three tubes of outer diameter 1/8 inch, 3/32 inch and 1/16 inch with the same length of 12 inch are taken as the test section.

Figure 4.2: Friction factor vs. Reynolds no. for flow of water inside 0.125 inch OD tube
Figure 4.3: Friction factor vs. Reynolds no. for flow of water inside 0.09375 inch OD tube

Figure 4.4: Friction factor vs. Reynolds no. for flow of water inside 0.0625 inch OD tube
From Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, it can be seen that the transition starts around Reynolds number of 1950 for 0.125 inch OD tube, Reynolds number of 2400 for 0.09375 inch OD tube and Reynolds number of 2700 for 0.0625 inch OD tube.

For laminar fully developed flow, friction factor can be determined by the following equation

\[ f = \frac{64}{Re} \]  

(4.3)

Or, in other words, the product of friction factor and Reynolds number is 64. This number 64, is called Poiseuille number.

Hydrodynamic entry length is determined from

\[ L_{h,\text{laminar}} = 0.05 \text{ Re } D \]  

(4.3)

For all three test sections, flow is hydrodynamically developed at all Reynolds number.

![Poiseuille number vs. Reynolds number for flow of water inside 0.125 inch OD tube](image)

Figure 4.5: Poiseuille no. vs. Reynolds no. for flow of water inside 0.125 inch OD tube
Figure 4.6: Poiseuille no. vs. Reynolds no. for flow of water inside 0.09375 inch OD tube

Figure 4.7: Poiseuille no. vs. Reynolds no. for flow of water inside 0.0625 inch OD tube
From Figure 4.5, it can be seen that the Poiseuille number obtained from experimental data for 0.125 inch OD tube falls within ±8% of predicted values. For other two tubes, Poiseuille number can be predicted with an accuracy of ±12% (Figures 4.6 and 4.7).

For turbulent flow, experimental friction factor is compared with the friction factor obtained from the correlation given by Blasius (1913). The correlation is given by

\[ f = 0.316Re^{-0.25} \]  

(4.2)

![Figure 4.8: Friction factor vs. Reynolds no. for flow of water inside 0.125 inch OD tube, comparison with Blasius (1913)](image)

From Figure 4.8, it is clear that our experimental friction factor of water for 0.125 inch OD tube relates well with the Blasius correlation. In the experimental flow rate range, this correlation overpredicts experimental friction factor with a maximum error of 9%.

For the 0.09375 inch and 0.0625 inch OD tubes, Blasius correlation overpredicts the experimental friction factor for water within an accuracy of 12% and 8%, respectively (Figures 4.9 and 4.10).
Figure 4.9: Friction factor vs. Reynolds no. for flow of water inside 0.09375 inch OD tube, comparison with Blasius (1913)

Figure 4.10: Friction factor vs. Reynolds no. for flow of water inside 0.0625 inch OD tube, comparison with Blasius (1913)
4.1.3 Heat Transfer Measurement with Water

Water is circulated through the test section and its heat transfer performance is measured.

The test sections used are same in length, but differ in diameter. The outer diameter of the test sections are 0.125 inch, 0.09375 inch and 0.0625 inch. Testing is conveyed in the laminar region. Nusselt number for constant surface heat flux convective heat transfer of a fluid in the laminar flow can be calculated from correlation developed by Lienhard and Lienhard (2012). The correlation is

\[
Nu = \begin{cases} 
1.302Gz^{1/3} - 1 & \text{for } 2 \times 10^4 \leq Gz \\
1.302Gz^{1/3} - 0.5 & \text{for } 667 \leq Gz \leq 2 \times 10^4 \\
4.364 + 0.263Gz^{0.506} - e^{-\frac{41}{Gz}} & \text{for } 0 \leq Gz \leq 667 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(4.3)

where \(Gz\) is called Graetz number and it is expressed as

\[
Gz = \frac{Re_DPrD}{x} 
\]  

(4.4)

Nusselt number obtained from the experimental data is compared to that calculated from Equation 4.3. The comparison is shown in Figure 4.11 for 0.125 inch OD test section, in Figure 4.12 for 0.09375 inch OD test section and in Figure 4.13 for 0.0625 inch OD test section. Experimental Nusselt numbers lie within ±15% accuracy limit of Lienhard correlation except for few points. Thus, the procedure of heat transfer measurement is validated and can be used to find out the heat transfer performance of silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension.
Figure 4.11: Nusselt number vs. 2/Graetz number for water flow through 0.125 inch OD tube

Figure 4.12: Nusselt number vs. 2/Graetz number for water flow through 0.09375 inch OD tube
Figure 4.13: Nusselt number vs. 2/Graetz number for water flow through 0.0625 inch OD tube
4.2 Thermal Conductivity of Silica Nanoparticle Colloidal Suspension

The thermal conductivity of silica nanoparticle colloidal dispersion is measured from 7°C to 50°C. Measured values of thermal conductivity of the suspension and theoretical values of thermal conductivity of water are plotted against temperature in Figure 4.14 to make a comparison. Thermal conductivity of silica suspension increases as the temperature goes up. At all temperature, thermal conductivity of the nanoparticle suspension is higher than the thermal conductivity of water. For the suspension, thermal conductivity increases by 9.88% from the lowest to the highest experimental temperature. Within the same temperature range, thermal conductivity of water increases by 11.1%.

![Figure 4.14: Thermal conductivity of water and silica nanoparticle suspension vs. temperature](image)

---

**Figure 4.14: Thermal conductivity of water and silica nanoparticle suspension vs. temperature**
The relative thermal conductivity, i.e. the ratio of thermal conductivity of silica suspension to the thermal conductivity of base fluid water, is plotted against temperature and shown in Figure 4.15. It can be seen that the relative thermal conductivity follows somewhat a parabolic trend with temperature. From 7°C to 40°C, its value decreases with increasing temperature. After 40°C, the relative thermal conductivity starts to increase with temperature and this trend can be observed up to the highest experimental range of temperature. The highest increase in thermal conductivity of silica suspension compared to that of water is found to be 3.6% at 7°C and the lowest increase is 0.99% at 40°C.

**Figure: 4.15: Plot of relative thermal conductivity (k_s/k_b) vs. temperature within a temperature range of 7°C-50°C**
Several correlations are used to predict the thermal conductivity of the suspension and then compared with the experimental value. Figure 4.16 shows a comparison of thermal conductivity values obtained from the experiment and from Maxwell (1954) correlation. It can be seen that, Maxwell correlation can predict the experimental values with an accuracy of ±2%.

![Graph showing comparison between thermal conductivity values obtained from current experiment and from Maxwell (1954) correlation](image)

**Figure 4.16:** Comparison between the thermal conductivity values obtained from current experiment and from Maxwell (1954) correlation

Correlation developed by Kihm et al. (2011) slightly underpredicts our experimental thermal conductivity with a maximum deviation of 4% (Figure 4.17). Their correlation takes into account the effect of coagulation and heat dissipation of nanoparticles.
Figure 4.17: Comparison between the thermal conductivity values obtained from current experiment and from Kihm et al. (2011) correlation

Figure 4.18: Comparison between the thermal conductivity values obtained from current experiment and from Beck et al. (2009) correlation
The correlation developed by Beck et al. (2009) considers the particle volume fraction and particle diameter size to predict the thermal conductivity of the suspension. They developed this correlation based on their experimental data of aluminum nanoparticle suspension. Their correlation overpredicts our experimental results. The prediction deviates from 11% to 14% (Figure 4.18). But the increase in thermal conductivity with temperature shows similar trend in both cases.

Figure 4.19: Comparison between the thermal conductivity values obtained from current experiment and from Abbaspoursani et al. (2011) correlation

Thermal conductivity model developed by Abbaspoursani et al. (2011) predicts our experimental data with an accuracy of ±6% within the temperature range (Figure 4.19). But the relation of thermal conductivity to temperature for their model is different than that of our present work. As the temperature increases, the deviation between our experimental data and prediction from their model increases. The model developed by
Abbspoursani et al. (2011) considers the interfacial shell between base fluid and nanoparticle and the shell’s thickness. It is possible that these two factors do not play any effective role in our prepared suspension and hence, the difference in experimental result and prediction from the model occurs.

4.3 Rheological Behavior of Silica Nanoparticle Colloidal Suspension

Before running the silica suspension through the test section, its rheological properties are examined. Two different concentrations of the suspension are prepared to study the rheological behavior. One solution contains 4.5% silica particle by volume. The concentration of the other solution is 9.58% silica by volume. At first, experiment is conducted to see if the test fluid behaves as Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluid. Newtonian fluids obey Newton’s law of viscosity which is

\[ \tau = \mu \frac{du}{dy} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

For Newtonian fluid, the value of viscosity remains constant at a certain temperature irrespective of the shear stress applied on it. If shear stress is plotted against shear rate, then a straight line is found which passes through the origin. The slope of the curve gives the viscosity of the fluid. But for non-Newtonian fluid, the viscosity changes depending on the stress it is subjected to.

The behavior of the silica colloidal suspension with respect to shear stress is observed. The experiment is carried out from 7° to 60°C temperature. At each temperature point, the fluid is sheared at six different RPM and the corresponding shear rate, shear stress and viscosity data are obtained from the viscometer. The highest RPM that can be
achieved by the viscometer is 200. So, test is conducted up to 200 RPM which provides a shear rate of 244.6 s⁻¹.

Shear stress for 9.58% vol. solution is plotted against shear rate and shown in Figure 4.20 and 4.21. From 7°C, the starting temperature point of the experiment, up to 10°C, the plot shows a straight line within the experimental shear rate range (Figure 4.20). But as we reach 15°C, the plot of shear stress against shear rate is no longer a straight line i.e. the fluid starts to show non-Newtonian behavior. This behavior is observed until the end point temperature of the experiment.

An analysis of the shear stress and shear rate curves after 10°C exhibits that there is a sudden rise in shear stress when a certain point of shear rate is passed. This point shifts down to lower shear rate as the temperature increases (Figure 4.21). So, it is possible that, if higher shear rate could be applied to the fluid, the sudden rise in shear stress could have

Figure 4.20: Change of shear stress with shear rate at 7°, 10°, 15° and 20°C for silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension (9.58% by volume)
been observed at lower temperature (less than 15°C) also. Or in other words, the fluid would have behaved as non-Newtonian. The fluid exerts less shear stress at a certain shear rate when the temperature is increased.

There are two theories describing the mechanism behind the sudden rise in the shear stress, Maranzano and Wagner (2002). Experimental evidence can be found in support of both theories. The first theory is known as order-disorder transition (ODT). The argument for order–disorder shear thickening proposes that colloidal particles organize into layers or strings at low shear rates which results in a lower viscosity than would be obtained for a flowing, disordered suspension. But, as the shear rate increases, lubrication forces between adjacent particles in the highly organized, layered flow cause the particles to rotate out of alignment and destabilize the flow. Hence, the viscosity of the suspension increases due to this increase in interparticle interactions in the flowing, disordered state.

The other theory, known as the “hydrocluster” mechanism, states that shear thickening is the result of stress-bearing clusters of particles which are created by self-organization when shear is induced. The dominance of short-range hydrodynamic lubrication forces results in this self-organized microstructure, whereby the flow generates transient packed clusters of particles which are separated from one another only by a thin solvent layer. Percolation of these hydroclusters leads to “jamming,” which in turn causes the discontinuous, often irregular increase in shear viscosity at a critical shear stress.
Figure 4.21: Change of shear stress with shear rate at 7°C, 25°C, 40°C and 60°C for silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension (9.58% by volume)

For the fluid suspension of 4.5% by volume, similar characteristics are observed (Figure 4.22). In this case, the fluid exhibits non-Newtonian behavior at all temperatures. The sudden rise in shear stress is also prominent up to 35°C and the point of rise shifts to lower shear rate with increasing temperature. After 35°C, experiment cannot be conducted at shear rate lower than 85.61 s⁻¹ as the torque applied by the apparatus falls down below 10% of the full scale torque and hence, readings are not accurate. Otherwise, it might have been possible to observe the sudden rise in shear stress at temperatures higher than 35°C. Shear stress falls down at same shear rate if temperature is increased, which is also the case for 9.58% volume solution.
For both suspensions, the shear stress and shear rate curves seem to be originated from the origin of the axis. So, it can be concluded that there is no yield stress associated with the fluids.

![Graph showing shear stress vs shear rate at different temperatures for silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension](image)

**Figure 4.22**: Change of shear stress with shear rate at different temperatures for silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension (4.50% by volume)

Change of viscosity with shear rate and temperature is also observed for both concentration of nanoparticle suspension (Figures 4.23 and 4.24). It is apparent that viscosity of the solution increases as the shear rate increases. This implies that the solutions are shear-thickening non-Newtonian fluids. Viscosity increases abruptly after a certain point which is due to the sudden shear stress rise discussed earlier. The percentage of increase in viscosity with shear rate at a certain temperature increases as the temperature goes up. At 7°C, the viscosity increases by 5.88% for 9.58% vol. suspension and by 38.57% for 4.50% vol. suspension within experimental shear rate range. At 60°C,
the increase of the same property for 9.58% and 4.50% vol. suspensions is found to be 107.7% and 77.2% respectively. When the shear rate is fixed and the temperature increases, the viscosity of the fluid decreases which is very common for liquids. At 244.6 s\(^{-1}\) shear rate, the viscosity decreases by 39.48% from 10\(^\circ\) to 60\(^\circ\)C for 4.50% vol. suspension. For the 9.58% vol. suspension, from 35\(^\circ\)C to 60\(^\circ\)C at same shear rate, the decrease in viscosity is observed to be 21.59%.

**Figure 4.23:** Change of viscosity with shear rate at different temperatures for silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension (9.58% by volume)
Figure 4.24: Change of viscosity with shear rate at different temperatures for silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension (4.50% by volume)

When the volume concentration is increased, the viscosity of the solution also increases (Figure 4.25). At lower shear rate, the ratio of viscosity of the higher concentrated solution to the viscosity of the lower concentrate solution is high. But, as the shear rate increases, the ratio decreases. At 35°C and a shear rate of 75 s$^{-1}$, the viscosity of the 9.58% vol. fluid increased by almost 49% compared to the viscosity of the 4.50% vol. fluid. Keeping temperature constant, when shear rate is increased to 244.60 s$^{-1}$, the increase in the viscosity of 9.58% vol. solution compared to the viscosity of 4.50% vol. solution is 28.4%. For 15°C temperature, the highest and lowest increase in viscosity with volume concentration is found to be 53% and 16.8% respectively, within a shear rate range of 75 to 227 s$^{-1}$. 

![Graph showing viscosity change with shear rate at different temperatures](image-url)
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Researchers developed several models to relate the shear stress and shear rate of non-Newtonian fluids. The most widely used model is the “Power law” model or “Ostwald-deWaele” model. In equation form, the power law can be written as

$$
\tau = k \left( \frac{du}{dy} \right)^n
$$

(4.4)

A logarithmic plot of shear stress vs. shear rate is often found to be linear over a wide range of shear rate. The parameter $n$ is called “flow behavior index” which is the slope of the logarithmic plot. For shear thinning non-Newtonian fluid, the value of $n$ varies between unity and zero. It is greater than unity when the fluid is shear-thickening. The term $k$ is called “consistency index” and is calculated from the intercept on the shear stress axis at unit shear rate.

Figure 4.25: Change of viscosity with shear rate at different concentrations for silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension
A term, apparent viscosity can be calculated at a certain shear rate for power law fluid once the flow behavior index and consistency index are known. The following equation can be used to find the apparent viscosity.

\[ \mu_a = k \left( \frac{du}{dy} \right)^{n-1} \]  

(4.5)

For the current experiment, logarithmic plot of shear stress and shear rate is prepared from 7°C to 60°C for both 9.58% vol. and 4.58% vol. solutions to see if they obey the power law. The range of shear rate, within which the experiment is conducted, is from 24.46 s\(^{-1}\) to 244.60 s\(^{-1}\). As can be seen from Figures 4.26 and 4.27, the plots are straight lines. Therefore, the silica suspensions are found to be power law fluid within experimental range.

![Logarithmic plot of shear stress vs. shear rate at different temperatures for 9.58% vol. silica colloidal suspension](image)

**Figure 4.26**: Logarithmic plot of shear stress vs. shear rate at different temperatures for 9.58% vol. silica colloidal suspension
Figure 4.27: logarithmic plot of shear stress vs. shear rate at different temperatures for 4.50% vol. silica colloidal suspension

Flow behavior index, $n$ and consistency index, $k$ are calculated from the logarithmic plot of the shear stress vs. shear rate. The change in flow behavior index for 9.58% vol. and 4.50% vol. solutions with temperature is shown in Figure 4.28. For both solutions, the value of $n$ is always greater than 1, which indicates that the solutions behave as shear-thickening fluid within experimental range. For 9.58% vol. solution, the value of $n$ increases with increasing temperature which indicates that the logarithmic stress-strain curve is getting steeper. That is, the shear-thickening behavior is getting stronger with increase in temperature. The value of $n$ increases by 56.5% from 7°C to 60°C. For the other solution, flow behavior index increases up to 40°C, then its value starts to decrease indicating a decline in shear-thickening behavior. The maximum increase achieved is 48.7% from 7°C to 40°C.
Figure 4.28: Flow behavior index (n) vs. temperature for 9.58% vol. and 4.50% vol. silica colloidal suspension

Figure 4.29: Consistency index (k) vs. temperature for 9.58% vol. and 4.50% vol. silica colloidal suspension
Figure 4.29 depicts the relation of consistency index, k and temperature at different concentrations. The value of k decreases as the temperature increases. The change in k with temperature is much more sensitive than change in n with temperature. Consistency index decreases by almost 3400% when temperature of the 9.58% solution rises from 7°C to 60°C. For the same temperature range, the decrease is 1518% for 4.50% vol. solution. When temperature is fixed, higher concentrated solution has higher consistency index. The ratio of the index of higher concentrated solution to that of the lower concentrated solution increases with temperature from 7°C to 40°C. After 40°C, the ratio starts to decrease. The highest increase in k with concentration is 771% at 40°C and the lowest increase with concentration is 19% at 60°C.

Using the values of the flow behavior index and the consistency index at different temperatures, apparent viscosity at various shear rates is calculated. The calculated shear rate is then compared with the result obtained from the experiment. Analyzing the calculated data and the experimental data from Figures 4.30 and 4.31, it can be established that the power law model can predict the apparent viscosity of both solutions well within an accuracy range of ±15%.
Figure 4.30: Experimental viscosity vs. measured viscosity (using power law equation) of 9.58% vol. silica solution

Figure 4.31: Experimental viscosity vs. measured viscosity (using power law equation) of 4.50% vol. silica solution
Non-Newtonian fluids can be grouped into two broad categories depending on their rheological behavior with time. When shear rate at a given point is only dependent on the instantaneous shear stress at that point, the fluid is called time-independent non-Newtonian fluid. In this case, viscosity at a certain temperature remains constant with time if there is no change in shear rate. Time-dependent fluids can be defined as those for which shear rate is a function of both the magnitude and the duration of shear and possibly of the time laps between consecutive applications of shear stress. For this type of fluid, shear stress can either increase or decrease with time at a given shear rate and constant temperature.

The silica colloidal suspension of 9.58% by volume is tested to see if its shear stress is independent of time. This is observed by applying two different methods. First method tests if time laps between consecutive shear rates have any effect on the shear rate. The fluid is subjected to certain shear rate points in increasing order. Then same shear rates are applied, but this time, in decreasing order. The whole process is repeated again. The shear stress of the fluid is then plotted against shear rate and the path of increasing and decreasing shear is examined. Experimental result carried out at 60°C is presented in Figure 4.32. No loop formed by the curves can be observed. Shear stress at a certain shear rate is always located at the same point irrespective of time. The order of RPM change also has no effect on the shear rate.
Another method is to apply a certain shear rate on the fluid for a certain amount of time when temperature remains constant and see if the shear stress changes with time. This experiment is carried out at 30°C, 40°C, 50°C and 60°C applying four different shear rates at each temperature. Shear rates are applied for 90 seconds and data point is taken at 1 second interval. From the graph of shear stress against time at 60°C (Figure 4.33), it can be seen that the value of shear stress fluctuates at the beginning of time. After 12-15 seconds, the value of shear stress stabilizes and does not change with time. Dupuis et al. (1994), Hu et al. (1998) and Hess et al. (2006) experimented with shear thickening fluid and reported about time dependency of viscosity for a certain period of time before it reaches steady value. But the reason behind this phenomenon is not explained.
When the current test fluid is run inside tube for measuring heat transfer performance and pressure drop, it is given enough time to reach steady state. So, it can be considered as a time-independent non-Newtonian fluid within the experimental shear rate range. How the fluid will behave beyond this range, is subjected to further testing.

![Graph of Shear Stress vs. Time](image)

**Figure 4.3: Shear stress at different RPMs vs. time conducted at 60°C, data point taken at 1 second interval**

To analyze the relation of shear stress and time before the shear stress stabilizes, further experiment is conducted. This time, a certain shear rate is applied and corresponding shear stresses are recorded with a time interval no longer than 0.2 second. The result obtained at 30°C and 60°C are shown in Figures 4.34 and 4.35, respectively. The change of shear stress with time takes an oscillatory shape before getting constant. The amplitude of the oscillation decreases gradually. Also, it is noticeable that shear stress becomes steady a little earlier in time when higher RPM is applied.
Figure 4.34: Shear stress at different RPMs vs. time conducted at 30°C, data point taken at time interval no longer than 0.2 second

Figure 4.35: Shear stress at different RPMs vs. time conducted at 60°C, data point taken at time interval no longer than 0.2 second
Shear stress-time relation when same shear rate is applied at different temperatures is analyzed from the experimental data. Results for 65 RPM and 200 RPM are presented in graphical manner in Figures 4.36 and 4.37 respectively. At a certain RPM, shear stress changes in same way for first few seconds irrespective of temperature. Stress-time curves are found to coincide on each other up to this time period. After that, the oscillation in stress-time curves for different temperature starts to separate. Higher the RPM goes, earlier this separation occurs.

The mechanism of shear thickening non-Newtonian fluid is a complex one. Proper understanding of the rheological behavior of this kind of fluid is yet to be conceived. So, the findings and conclusions about the rheological behavior of 9.58% by volume and 4.50% by volume silica nanoparticle colloidal suspensions are considered to be applicable within current experimental condition and the range of parameters considered.

**Figure 4.36: Shear stress vs. time at 65 RPM applied on 9.58% by volume silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension at different temperatures**
4.4 Pressure Drop of Silica Nanoparticle Colloidal Suspension

Friction factor is measured for the 9.58% vol. silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension flowing through three different test sections. The test sections are 0.125 inch, 0.09375 inch and 0.0625 inch in outer diameter and all of them are 12 inch long. Then the experimental friction factor is compared with that of water. The parameter against which comparison is done is Reynolds number. For non-Newtonian fluid, Reynolds number of pipe flow in the laminar region can be calculated from the following equation Skelland (1967):

$$Re = \frac{D^n V^{2-n} \rho}{K' \bar{\eta}^{n-1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)
The value of $K'$ and $n'$ can be determined from the logarithmic plot of $D\Delta P/4L$ versus $8V/D$. The $D\Delta P/4L$ term represents the wall shear stress. The $8V/D$ term expresses the wall shear rate. Both these terms can be determined from experimental data. The parameter $n'$ is the slope of the curve at any given point, and $K'$ is the intercept of the slope line at a given point on the same plot. It is to be noted that these $K'$ and $n'$ are different from consistency index $K$ and flow behavior index $n$ described in Section 4.3. Both $K$ and $n$ are applicable for shear induced flow, like cylindrical Couette flow. Both $K'$ and $n'$ are used for flow through pipes or pressure driven flow.

To apply Equation 4.6 to determine Reynolds number for silica colloidal suspension, it is necessary to identify the laminar region of the flow for each pipe. For this purpose, friction factor is plotted against wall shear rate. The coordinates are taken in log scale. In laminar region, the curve moves downward. When transition from laminar to turbulent flow starts, the curve moves to an upward direction. When turbulent flow is achieved, the curve again starts to go in downward direction. From Figures 4.38-4.40, it is observed that the laminar flow continues approximately up to a wall shear rate of $6315 \text{ s}^{-1}$, $11540 \text{ s}^{-1}$ and $63750 \text{ s}^{-1}$ for 0.125 in, 0.09375 in and 0.0625 in OD tube respectively. The corresponding Reynolds number, after which transition to turbulent flow begins, is 1900, 2370 and 2650 for 0.125, 0.09375 and 0.0625 in. OD tube, respectively. These values are close to those Reynolds numbers at which transition for water flow through the same test section begins.
Figure 4.38: Friction factor vs. wall shear rate for 9.58% vol. silica suspension flowing through 0.125 inch OD tube

Figure 4.39: Friction factor vs. wall shear rate for 9.58% vol. silica suspension flowing through 0.09375 inch OD tube
Friction Factor for both silica colloidal suspension and water is plotted against Reynolds number. The plots for all test sections, in decreasing order of diameter, are presented in Figures 4.41-4.43. For 0.125 inch OD test section (Figure 4.41), the friction factor of the test fluid remains slightly higher than that of water up to Reynolds number around 950. Then its value starts to decrease for some period compared to water friction factor. At Re 1900, friction factor for both fluids coincide. Friction factor of silica suspension is approximately 4.65% higher at Re 825 and 10% lower at Re 1200.
Figure 4.41: Friction factor vs. Reynolds number for 9.58% vol. silica suspension flowing through 0.125 inch OD tube

When the outer diameter of the test section is decreased to 0.09375 inch, we again see that silica suspension’s friction factor remains higher than the friction factor of water at the beginning (Figure 4.42). After Reynolds number of 750, friction factor of water and that of test fluid start to get closer. The highest increase and highest decrease in the friction factor of silica suspension compared to the same parameter of water is found to be 31.28% at Re 420 and 16.50% at Re 2340, respectively.
Figure 4.42: Friction factor vs. Reynolds number for 9.58% vol. silica suspension flowing through 0.09375 inch OD tube

For the tube with smallest diameter, the 0.0625 inch OD tube, the friction factor for silica suspension has a higher value at low Reynolds number (≈750) compared to that of water, as can be seen in Figure 4.43. The difference in the friction factor of silica dispersion and water decreases with increasing Reynolds number. At Reynolds number of 600, an approximate increase of 63% is observed for the friction factor of silica nanoparticle dispersion. By the time the Reynolds number reaches around 2630, the increase in friction factor reduces to around 42.28%.

It is observed from the results of all three test sections that, after Reynolds number of 750, silica suspension and water show almost same trend with the friction factor. Transition is getting delayed as the diameter of the test section goes smaller. Also, the
increase in friction factor of silica suspension with respect to the friction factor of water goes higher with decreasing test section diameter.

![Friction factor vs. Reynolds number for 9.58% vol. silica suspension flowing through 0.0625 inch OD tube](image)

**Figure 4.43: Friction factor vs. Reynolds number for 9.58% vol. silica suspension flowing through 0.0625 inch OD tube**

4.5 Heat Transfer Performance of Silica Nanoparticle Colloidal Suspension

Nusselt number is calculated for the three test sections. The heat transfer performance of colloidal dispersion and water is compared in terms of Nusselt number against Reynolds number at different axial location of the tubes. Nusselt number of the silica suspension has an increasing trend in the developing region when Reynolds number increases for both fluids.

For 0.125 in OD test section (Figures 4.44 and 4.45), highest Nusselt number achieved for silica suspension and water is 17.54 and 13.42 respectively at 1.5 in from the inlet
when Reynolds number is 2700. Nusselt number of silica suspension from x=1.5 in to 5.5 in is greater than that of water when Re remains constant. From x=6.5 inch to 9.5 inch, Nu of water is almost same or slightly higher than Nu of silica suspension if Re value is close to or less than 1000. At, x=10.5 in, again the silica fluid has higher Nu compared to water Nu at all Reynolds number. Along the axial direction of the test tube, Nu of the colloidal dispersion decreases from inlet to outlet up to x=9.5 in at a certain Re. After that, there is a rise in Nu even when Re is fixed.

Figure 4.44: Local Nusselt number vs. Reynolds number for 9.58% vol. silica suspension and water flowing through 0.125 in OD tube (x=1.5 and 7.5 in)
The highest value of Nusselt number is 17.50 for silica suspension at Re=2375 and 11.31 for water at Re=2337 when 0.09375 inch OD test section is used for experiment (Figure 4.46). For this test section, Nu of silica suspension is higher than Nu of water when Re remains constant throughout x=1.5 in to 4.5 in. From next axial point at x=5.5 in, Nu of water rises slightly higher than Nu of silica suspension until the flow reaches Re≈1200. This behavior can be observed up to x=9.5 in, after which, the silica fluid again exhibits higher Nu compared to that of water Nu at same Reynolds number (Figures 4.46 and 4.47). Likewise for the 0.125 in OD test section, Nu of the colloidal dispersion decreases from inlet to outlet along the axial direction of the test tube until x=9.5 in if Re does not change. At x=10.5 in, Nu increases compared to the Nu measured at previous axial location at a certain Re.
Figure 4.46: Local Nusselt number vs. Reynolds number for 9.58\% vol. silica suspension and water flowing through 0.09375 in OD tube (x=1.5 and 7.5 in)

Figure 4.47: Local Nusselt number vs. Reynolds number for 9.58\% vol. silica suspension and water flowing through 0.09375 in OD tube (x=4.5 and 10.5 in)
Figures 4.48 and 4.49 present the heat transfer result of 0.0625 in OD test section. For this test section, Nu of silica suspension at a certain Re decreases along the axial direction of tube from inlet to outlet. Nu of water surpasses the value of same parameter for silica suspension from x=4.5 in to x=10.5 in, when Re is kept around 1400 or less. In this test section, highest Nu value achieved for silica suspension and water is 16.85 and 10.70 respectively.

Figure 4.48: Local Nusselt number vs. Reynolds number for 9.58% vol. silica suspension and water flowing through 0.0625 in OD tube (x=1.5 and 7.5 in)
Nusselt number for water and silica suspension are compared against a nondimensional length, $x^+$ which is given by,

$$x^+ = \frac{2 \left( \frac{x}{D} \right)}{Re \, Pr}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

Experimental results for silica suspension and water flow in all test sections are compared with the Nusselt number obtained from Equation 4.3 and presented in Figure 4.50. It can be deduced from the graph that there is no significant change in the local Nusselt number of silica suspension compared to the local Nusselt number of water. Lienhard and
Lienhard (2012) correlation can be used to predict the local Nusselt number for silica colloidal suspension with an accuracy of ±15%.

Figure 4.50: Local Nusselt number vs. nondimensional length $x^+$ for the flow of 9.58% vol. silica suspension and water through different test section

In Figures 4.51, 4.52 and 4.53, a comparison of local heat transfer coefficient with mass flow rate is presented. For 0.125 inch OD tube and 0.0625 inch OD tube, heat transfer coefficient of silica suspension is higher than that of water near the entrance at same mass flow rate. As the axial length of the flow increases, heat transfer coefficient of water gets higher than that of colloidal dispersion. For 0.09375 inch OD tube, heat transfer coefficient of water remains higher than the heat transfer coefficient of silica dispersion throughout the entire length of the tube.
Figure 4.51: Local heat transfer coefficient vs. mass flow rate for 9.58% vol. silica suspension and water flowing through 0.125 in OD tube

Figure 4.52: Local heat transfer coefficient vs. mass flow rate for 9.58% vol. silica suspension and water flowing through 0.09375 in OD tube
Figure 4.53: Local heat transfer coefficient vs. mass flow rate for 9.58% vol. silica suspension and water flowing through 0.0625 in OD tube

Analyzing the heat transfer data of 9.58% by volume silica nanoparticle colloidal dispersion and water, it can be concluded that the correlation for single phase fluid is also applicable to the colloidal dispersion for predicting its heat transfer performance. When compared at the same nondimensional length, there is no significant difference in the Nusselt number of silica suspension and water. When compared at same Reynolds number, the Nusselt number of the suspension promises better heat transfer performance in laminar convective flow compared to water at shorter tube length (1.5 in to 3.5 in) or at high Reynolds number.
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT SCOPE

An experimental study was carried out to analyze the thermophysical properties, rheological behavior, pressure drop and convective heat transfer performance of silica nanoparticle colloidal suspension of 9.58% volume concentration. Obtained results of different properties of the fluid was analyzed and compared with those of water, a conventional heat carrier. The study left scope for future development and improvement of experimental condition.

5.1 Conclusion

Thermal conductivity of silica solution was measured from 7°C to 50°C and found to increase by 9.88%. Also, it has higher thermal conductivity than that of water, 3.6% being the highest increment and 0.99% being the lowest increment. Classical model for thermal conductivity of suspension developed by Maxwell (1954) and recently developed model by Kihm et al. (2011) could predicted our experimental thermal conductivity of silica suspension to within ±1% and ±4% agreement.

While studying the rheological properties of the test fluid within 7°C to 60°C temperature range, it was found to be non-Newtonian shear thickening fluid, which is considered to be a complex fluid type. The fluid was sheared up to a rate of 244.6 s⁻¹ and its shear stress
and viscosity were analyzed at different temperatures. Sudden rise in shear stress was observed when applied shear rate passes a certain value at constant temperature. Viscosity of the fluid decreases when temperature goes up, and increases when its volume concentration is enhanced. The silica suspension was found to be obeying power law model which is most widely used model to describe the relation of shear stress and shear rate for non-Newtonian fluid. Viscosity was predicted by the power law with a highest error of 15%. Viscosity changed in oscillatory manner for 12-15 seconds from the time the fluid was exposed to a certain shear rate. After that, viscosity reached a plateau and no further change in its value is observed. No hysteresis was observed in shear stress-strain curve. Hence, the test fluid was considered to be a time-independent shear thickening non-Newtonian fluid.

Water and silica colloidal dispersion were circulated through test sections of 0.125 in OD, 0.09375 in OD and 0.0625 in OD tubes. Each tube was 12 in long. The friction factor of both fluids in laminar region was measured and compared. Before Reynolds number of 750, the silica suspension had higher friction factor than that of water. But as Reynolds number kept increasing, there was no significant difference in the friction factor of both fluids.

Heat transfer performance in the laminar region was assessed using Nusselt number with Reynolds number and a nondimensional length. The performance of silica suspension and water showed little variation at same dimensionless length. Colloidal suspension heat transfer could be predicted with correlation for single phase fluid. The highest value of Nusselt number for silica suspension was 17.54, whereas for water, the highest value of
the same parameter was 13.42. Both of these values were found for the flow through 0.125 in OD tube.

5.2 Scope of Development and Future Work

The thermal properties analyzer used to measure thermal conductivity is very sensible to external disturbances. If a vibration isolation table can be used to place the apparatus, the uncertainty in the measurement will reduce.

The viscometer could not obtain rheological data beyond a shear rate of 244.6 s\(^{-1}\) due to its working range limit. But when the colloidal dispersion was circulated through test section, it was subjected to wall shear rate as high as 63750 s\(^{-1}\). So, an instrument with higher capability will help to better understand the rheological behavior of the suspension and come to a more accurate conclusion.

Few data point could be achieved for laminar flow of water with the gear pump used to circulate the fluid. If a sophisticated pump can be used to control the flow rate more precisely, then the pressure drop and heat transfer performance of water can be studied to a greater extent. This, in turn, will enable more accurate quantitative comparison between the performance of silica colloidal dispersion and water.

In future, experiment can be carried out at turbulent regime with necessary experimental setup. Further investigation of the effect of different nanoparticle material, volume concentration and particle size on the properties of colloidal suspension can help understanding the mechanism of the suspension to a greater extent.
APPENDIX

Table A1: Energy Balance for water flow inside 0.125 inch OD tube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate, m (kg/s)</th>
<th>Inlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Outlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Mean T (°C)</th>
<th>Specific Heat, Cp (J/kg/k)</th>
<th>DC Voltage, V (V)</th>
<th>DC Current, I (amp)</th>
<th>Heat supplied, VI (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat absorbed, m<em>Cp</em>ΔT (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat Balance % diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00099</td>
<td>22.96</td>
<td>34.60</td>
<td>28.78</td>
<td>4178.29</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>91.73</td>
<td>48.03</td>
<td>48.28</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00186</td>
<td>22.98</td>
<td>33.97</td>
<td>28.47</td>
<td>4178.34</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>122.04</td>
<td>85.70</td>
<td>85.22</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00254</td>
<td>23.20</td>
<td>32.61</td>
<td>27.91</td>
<td>4178.45</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>132.25</td>
<td>100.58</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00296</td>
<td>23.36</td>
<td>32.77</td>
<td>28.07</td>
<td>4178.42</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>142.49</td>
<td>116.93</td>
<td>116.39</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00333</td>
<td>23.48</td>
<td>32.48</td>
<td>27.98</td>
<td>4178.44</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>147.68</td>
<td>125.47</td>
<td>125.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00371</td>
<td>23.65</td>
<td>32.31</td>
<td>27.98</td>
<td>4178.44</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>152.81</td>
<td>134.33</td>
<td>134.12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00371</td>
<td>23.53</td>
<td>32.25</td>
<td>27.89</td>
<td>4178.45</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>153.18</td>
<td>134.78</td>
<td>134.58</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00401</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>31.69</td>
<td>27.66</td>
<td>4178.50</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>153.00</td>
<td>134.11</td>
<td>134.75</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00403</td>
<td>24.05</td>
<td>31.99</td>
<td>28.02</td>
<td>4178.43</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>152.59</td>
<td>133.96</td>
<td>133.56</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00442</td>
<td>23.74</td>
<td>31.52</td>
<td>27.63</td>
<td>4178.51</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>158.12</td>
<td>143.23</td>
<td>143.74</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00442</td>
<td>23.99</td>
<td>31.74</td>
<td>27.87</td>
<td>4178.46</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>157.88</td>
<td>143.35</td>
<td>143.18</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00460</td>
<td>23.84</td>
<td>31.83</td>
<td>27.83</td>
<td>4178.47</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>163.34</td>
<td>152.90</td>
<td>153.65</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00462</td>
<td>23.78</td>
<td>31.63</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>4178.49</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>163.12</td>
<td>152.56</td>
<td>151.71</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00476</td>
<td>23.51</td>
<td>31.24</td>
<td>27.37</td>
<td>4178.57</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>163.17</td>
<td>152.38</td>
<td>153.66</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00475</td>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>27.88</td>
<td>4178.46</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>163.19</td>
<td>152.77</td>
<td>153.60</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00496</td>
<td>23.80</td>
<td>33.22</td>
<td>28.51</td>
<td>4178.33</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>183.93</td>
<td>194.52</td>
<td>195.30</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A2: Energy Balance for water flow inside 0.09375 inch OD tube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate, m (kg/s)</th>
<th>Inlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Outlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Mean T (°C)</th>
<th>Specific Heat, Cp (J/kg/k)</th>
<th>DC Voltage, V (V)</th>
<th>DC Current, I (amp)</th>
<th>Heat supplied, VI (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat absorbed, m<em>Cp</em>ΔT (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat Balance % diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00113</td>
<td>23.09</td>
<td>37.92</td>
<td>30.50</td>
<td>4178.05</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>91.17</td>
<td>72.40</td>
<td>69.82</td>
<td>3.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00156</td>
<td>23.29</td>
<td>36.59</td>
<td>29.94</td>
<td>4178.12</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>101.38</td>
<td>88.71</td>
<td>86.68</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00184</td>
<td>23.41</td>
<td>35.84</td>
<td>29.63</td>
<td>4178.16</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>106.48</td>
<td>97.42</td>
<td>95.52</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00209</td>
<td>23.48</td>
<td>35.55</td>
<td>29.51</td>
<td>4178.17</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>111.57</td>
<td>106.97</td>
<td>105.14</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00222</td>
<td>23.43</td>
<td>35.19</td>
<td>29.31</td>
<td>4178.20</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>114.11</td>
<td>112.60</td>
<td>109.14</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00234</td>
<td>23.47</td>
<td>35.25</td>
<td>29.36</td>
<td>4178.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>116.72</td>
<td>117.15</td>
<td>114.92</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A3: Energy Balance for water flow inside 0.0625 inch OD tube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate, m (kg/s)</th>
<th>Inlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Outlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Mean T (°C)</th>
<th>Specific Heat, Cp (J/kg/k)</th>
<th>DC Voltage, V (V)</th>
<th>DC Current, I (amp)</th>
<th>Heat supplied, VI (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat absorbed, m<em>Cp</em>ΔT (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat Balance % diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00057</td>
<td>24.09</td>
<td>40.24</td>
<td>32.16</td>
<td>4177.94</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>55.82</td>
<td>39.21</td>
<td>38.75</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00115</td>
<td>23.59</td>
<td>38.77</td>
<td>31.18</td>
<td>4177.99</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>76.20</td>
<td>73.34</td>
<td>72.95</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00162</td>
<td>23.77</td>
<td>37.53</td>
<td>30.65</td>
<td>4178.04</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>86.37</td>
<td>94.39</td>
<td>93.31</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00187</td>
<td>23.95</td>
<td>38.99</td>
<td>31.47</td>
<td>4177.97</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>96.58</td>
<td>118.62</td>
<td>117.46</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00208</td>
<td>24.18</td>
<td>39.21</td>
<td>31.70</td>
<td>4177.96</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>101.75</td>
<td>131.74</td>
<td>130.72</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A4: Energy Balance for silica suspension flow inside 0.125 inch OD tube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate, m (kg/s)</th>
<th>Inlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Outlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Mean T (°C)</th>
<th>Specific Heat, Cp (J/kg/k)</th>
<th>DC Voltage, V</th>
<th>DC Current, I (amp)</th>
<th>Heat supplied, VI (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat absorbed, m<em>Cp</em>ΔT (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat Balance % diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00091</td>
<td>24.37</td>
<td>39.91</td>
<td>32.14</td>
<td>3487.49</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>91.68</td>
<td>48.59</td>
<td>49.13</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00192</td>
<td>21.45</td>
<td>33.18</td>
<td>27.32</td>
<td>3488.80</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>116.91</td>
<td>78.12</td>
<td>78.60</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00262</td>
<td>21.97</td>
<td>33.04</td>
<td>27.51</td>
<td>3488.74</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>132.28</td>
<td>100.41</td>
<td>101.33</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00311</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>32.24</td>
<td>27.20</td>
<td>3488.84</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>137.42</td>
<td>108.36</td>
<td>109.52</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00394</td>
<td>22.27</td>
<td>31.84</td>
<td>27.06</td>
<td>3488.89</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>150.16</td>
<td>129.77</td>
<td>131.59</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00448</td>
<td>22.31</td>
<td>30.98</td>
<td>26.65</td>
<td>3489.04</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>152.79</td>
<td>134.15</td>
<td>135.61</td>
<td>-1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00532</td>
<td>22.42</td>
<td>30.24</td>
<td>26.33</td>
<td>3489.16</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>157.96</td>
<td>143.25</td>
<td>145.25</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00580</td>
<td>22.71</td>
<td>30.36</td>
<td>26.54</td>
<td>3489.08</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>163.13</td>
<td>152.93</td>
<td>154.59</td>
<td>-1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00648</td>
<td>22.82</td>
<td>30.15</td>
<td>26.49</td>
<td>3489.10</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>168.32</td>
<td>162.85</td>
<td>165.65</td>
<td>-1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00695</td>
<td>22.71</td>
<td>29.88</td>
<td>26.30</td>
<td>3489.17</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>173.12</td>
<td>172.79</td>
<td>173.98</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00784</td>
<td>22.99</td>
<td>29.75</td>
<td>26.37</td>
<td>3489.14</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>178.44</td>
<td>183.39</td>
<td>184.85</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00884</td>
<td>23.49</td>
<td>29.86</td>
<td>26.68</td>
<td>3489.03</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>183.73</td>
<td>194.22</td>
<td>196.60</td>
<td>-1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00950</td>
<td>23.69</td>
<td>29.77</td>
<td>26.73</td>
<td>3489.01</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>185.97</td>
<td>199.23</td>
<td>201.42</td>
<td>-1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A5: Energy Balance for silica suspension flow inside 0.09375 inch OD tube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate, m (kg/s)</th>
<th>Inlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Outlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Mean T (°C)</th>
<th>Specific Heat, Cp (J/kg/k)</th>
<th>DC Voltage, V (V)</th>
<th>DC Current, I (amp)</th>
<th>Heat supplied, m<em>Cp</em>ΔT (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat absorbed, m<em>Cp</em>ΔT (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat Balance % diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00051</td>
<td>20.89</td>
<td>43.28</td>
<td>32.08</td>
<td>3487.50</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>73.26</td>
<td>40.10</td>
<td>39.53</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00119</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td>36.52</td>
<td>28.60</td>
<td>3488.39</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>93.95</td>
<td>66.13</td>
<td>65.84</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00164</td>
<td>22.19</td>
<td>35.85</td>
<td>29.02</td>
<td>3488.27</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>101.57</td>
<td>77.84</td>
<td>78.09</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00203</td>
<td>21.04</td>
<td>33.19</td>
<td>27.11</td>
<td>3488.87</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>106.75</td>
<td>85.37</td>
<td>85.93</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00260</td>
<td>21.26</td>
<td>31.70</td>
<td>26.48</td>
<td>3489.10</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>111.88</td>
<td>93.68</td>
<td>94.55</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00319</td>
<td>21.48</td>
<td>31.21</td>
<td>26.35</td>
<td>3489.15</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>119.55</td>
<td>107.13</td>
<td>108.12</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00368</td>
<td>21.67</td>
<td>31.22</td>
<td>26.44</td>
<td>3489.11</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>127.24</td>
<td>121.60</td>
<td>122.73</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00440</td>
<td>21.86</td>
<td>30.53</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>3489.21</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>132.39</td>
<td>131.57</td>
<td>133.22</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00552</td>
<td>22.17</td>
<td>29.91</td>
<td>26.04</td>
<td>3489.26</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>140.08</td>
<td>147.22</td>
<td>149.13</td>
<td>-1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00615</td>
<td>22.49</td>
<td>30.24</td>
<td>26.37</td>
<td>3489.14</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>147.80</td>
<td>163.65</td>
<td>166.19</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A6: Energy Balance for silica suspension flow inside 0.0625 inch OD tube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate, m (kg/s)</th>
<th>Inlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Outlet T (°C)</th>
<th>Mean T (°C)</th>
<th>Specific Heat, Cp (J/kg/k)</th>
<th>DC Voltage, V (V)</th>
<th>DC Current, I (amp)</th>
<th>Heat supplied, VI (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat absorbed, m<em>Cp</em>ΔT (Watt)</th>
<th>Heat Balance % diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00076</td>
<td>20.02</td>
<td>37.07</td>
<td>28.55</td>
<td>3488.41</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>60.85</td>
<td>46.42</td>
<td>45.49</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00102</td>
<td>20.06</td>
<td>36.36</td>
<td>28.21</td>
<td>3488.51</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>68.48</td>
<td>58.96</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00129</td>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>36.62</td>
<td>28.36</td>
<td>3488.46</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>77.38</td>
<td>75.63</td>
<td>74.45</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00147</td>
<td>20.12</td>
<td>36.15</td>
<td>28.14</td>
<td>3488.53</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>81.16</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>82.18</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00175</td>
<td>20.26</td>
<td>35.53</td>
<td>27.90</td>
<td>3488.61</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>86.29</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>93.44</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00196</td>
<td>20.36</td>
<td>34.03</td>
<td>27.19</td>
<td>3488.84</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>86.31</td>
<td>94.10</td>
<td>93.57</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00217</td>
<td>20.48</td>
<td>34.37</td>
<td>27.42</td>
<td>3488.77</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>91.40</td>
<td>105.80</td>
<td>105.21</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00241</td>
<td>20.64</td>
<td>33.88</td>
<td>27.26</td>
<td>3488.82</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>93.96</td>
<td>111.81</td>
<td>111.33</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00258</td>
<td>20.74</td>
<td>33.82</td>
<td>27.28</td>
<td>3488.81</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>96.51</td>
<td>118.08</td>
<td>117.73</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00283</td>
<td>20.92</td>
<td>33.51</td>
<td>27.22</td>
<td>3488.84</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>99.07</td>
<td>124.47</td>
<td>124.14</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00304</td>
<td>21.09</td>
<td>33.42</td>
<td>27.25</td>
<td>3488.82</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>101.63</td>
<td>131.07</td>
<td>130.84</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00345</td>
<td>21.43</td>
<td>32.86</td>
<td>27.15</td>
<td>3488.86</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>104.19</td>
<td>137.73</td>
<td>137.52</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00376</td>
<td>21.65</td>
<td>32.68</td>
<td>27.16</td>
<td>3488.86</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>106.74</td>
<td>144.64</td>
<td>144.52</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00392</td>
<td>21.81</td>
<td>32.38</td>
<td>27.09</td>
<td>3488.88</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>106.74</td>
<td>144.57</td>
<td>144.44</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00423</td>
<td>22.05</td>
<td>32.32</td>
<td>27.18</td>
<td>3488.85</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>109.29</td>
<td>151.67</td>
<td>151.59</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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